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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Industry growth pivots on solid market intelligence
which is why CASBAA spends so much effort on it

Nothing beats solid intel
CASBAA member reports are now read in the right places

A

fter two decades as the voice of Asia’s
multichannel TV industry, CASBAA
continues to constantly evolve to
meet the challenges of a dynamic and
progressive broadcast market across the region.
As CASBAA continues to foster multichannel
growth in Asia’s changing landscape, the
Association focuses hard on keeping members
up to date on the latest industry challenges and
opportunities, and in this respect, we take special
pride in our role as the preeminent repository of
essential information.
Being proactive is a key requirement of that role.
So to promote the power of pay TV to advertisers,
for example, the ATAC committee met on May 23
to roll out a new presentation framing research
data that show the advantages of advertising on
the multichannel platform. This effort is in support
of an ongoing initiative, inspired by data that
becomes more compelling with each passing day.
The latest figures show, for instance, that consumers
now watch 21.5% more pay TV than terrestrial
television. Why? Because, as a widening body
of evidence shows, multichannel options offer
growing choice and variety – providing the ideal
opportunity for advertisers to reach their target
audience and execute more effective campaigns.
Industry growth pivots on solid market
intelligence, explaining why CASBAA spends so
much effort compiling and disseminating it to
members on an exclusive basis. Our latest pay-TV
market snapshot on Indonesia is a case in point.
This 2010 year-in-review combines an incisive
overview of Indonesia’s multichannel landscape –
and surveys the issues that shape it – with a forecast
of what lies ahead for 2011.
Coming soon, the new Asia-Pacific Television
Directory 2011 will be even more portable as it
shrinks down to a more convenient A5 pocket-size
format. Small as it may appear, it will come packed
with key contact information covering over 2000
cable and satellite broadcasters, system operators,
program suppliers, regulatory institutions, trade

associations, media services and other related
organizations.

A

s ever, CASBAA continues to keep tabs on
different industry groups to monitor mood
swings and the reasons behind them. Our
recently completed Operators Group Survey is an
example. Among its findings: even though content
and distribution costs, and regulatory environments,
were identified as having the biggest potential
impact on overall business prospects in 2011,
operators affirmed that they nonetheless remain
optimistic about industry going forward.
Speaking of which, the regulatory environment
in Asia will be examined in more detail in our next
quadrennial Regulating for Growth report scheduled
for release in the next quarter. Of industry-wide
concern, government regulation continues to play a
critical role in shaping operating environments which
influence how our industry either grows or stalls.
In all, Regulating for Growth covers 14 Asian
markets – so watch out for this. What I find
especially encouraging about CASBAA’s research
reports is the fact that Asia’s regulators have begun
to read them as carefully as our members read
them, Regulating for Growth in particular.
One very encouraging development is reflected
in the increasingly diverse range of organizations
that comprise our membership, as can be seen
with our latest additions: Patron Member TransAsia
Lawyers, and Corporate Members GBN Global
Broadcasting Network, GEO-TV and Newtec.
(I should also mention here that STAR India just
upgraded from Corporate to Patron status.)
Finally, to close on a delightfully positive note, we
can announce our new Internship Program, thanks
to seed funding from China Great Wall Industry
Corp. Designed to help nurture the next generation
of industry professionals at CASBAA and its member
companies, the scheme opens up opportunities to
university students studying in technology, legal/
regulatory disciplines and/or international relations.
Marcel Fenez
CASBAA
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MEDIA GRABS

On the ground and in space

I

t was only in the last issue that Connections reported on
how seriously CASBAA member StarHub was taking the
dongle problem and piracy in general – and sure enough
the media would soon report that the platform struck
with a vengeance, destroying hundreds of illegal decoder
set-top boxes seized by Singapore Customs. News hounds, in
fact, covered several ongoing issues during the news cycle.
Reporting on CASBAA’s highly successful Online
Video Forum in Beijing, reporters zeroed in on speakers
addressing monetization challenges and discussion of
how building partnerships depends on building trust and
transparency. Chairman Marcel Fenez refered to CASBAA’s
interest in video by noting that while “traditional television

reigned supreme”, it behooved everyone to watch
developments and identify online video’s challenges and
opportunities. After all, 300m Chinese video viewers are
projected to be online by year end.
With CASBAA’s India Satellite Industry Forum following
approaching in mid-March, the media also reported
on a long list of woes, from the need for India to adopt
a competitive “open skies” satellite policy to calls for
the government to lighten up on taxing imported DTH
equipment. Those debates would continue through the
forum and beyond. To read these clippings in full, please
visit www.casbaa.com and look for “CASBAA in the
News” by clicking the Media & Resources tab.
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casbaa in pics

India Satellite Industry Forum
March 22, 2011, New Delhi

ATAC Meeting 2011
March 23, 2011, Singapore
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Online Video in China Forum
March 9, 2011, Beijing
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briefing

In Singapore, everyone signed the card

To the next 20!

A

t CASBAA’s age, you’re still not old
enough to vote in Singapore. But you
sure can drink in the city state where 20
puts you safety past the legal minimum
of 18. And so the bubbly flowed at a special
anniversary mixer on May 23rd, the first of several
birthday-year events, held just five days ahead of
CASBAA‘s official birth date, May 28.
The next stop for this birthday train is Hong
Kong, where a bash is slated for July 28th.
Eventually, celebrations roll on to CASBAA
Convention 2011, October 31-November 3.
But as CASBAA Chairman Marcel Fenez explained
weeks before the first event, the anniversary year
would be very largely focused on the future – and
leveraging the Association’s now considerable
strengths to extend the its reach across every type of
pay viewing platform in Asia.
“Today CASBAA is about far more than
multichannel TV. Its members deliver video in
multiple formats to all corners of people’s lives
and impact entire business communities with the
promotion of multichannel advertising via the Asian
Television Advertising Coalition (ATAC), through
CSR campaigns, through the dissemination of
industry news and as a repository for every type of
industry data from government regulations to talent
development,” Fenez said.
“With two decades of experience, CASBAA is truly
the industry spokesperson and a key trade resource.”

Let’s get real
If the CASBAA India Satellite Industry Forum in
March had only one takeaway, it would be the
forum’s call to the Indian government to rethink
policy on satellite services and to tax DTH and cable
TV suppliers as mass market service providers, not as
purveyors of luxury TV – as New Delhi does now.
“With 120m multichannel TV viewers, including

40m DTH subscribers, India is the one of the
world’s most exciting growth opportunities,”
CASBAA CEO Simon Twiston Davies said. “But
policy on pay TV and other services is a huge
impediment to what the market really could be.”
Levies on DTH operators are 35%, a staggering
impost on an everyday entertainment product,
he said. India also remains mired in investment
restrictions and retail price caps, both impediments
to growth. Cable doesn’t face many of these
controls, and tax enforcement is weak anyway;
under-declaration of subscriber numbers cheats
taxman and content provider alike.
“Time and again we heard that content companies
are hard pressed to make money because of
regulatory constraints, under-declaration, high
carriage fees and rising costs,” Twiston Davies said.
The meeting also looked at the ramifications
of Delhi High Court’s recent ruling that released
foreign satellite operators operating over India from
paying tax on non-Indian income – an issue tied up
in litigation for more than a decade.
Speakers at the India Satellite Industry Forum
included industry and government experts such
as George Elias (Principal Advisor – Broadcast &
Policy, TRAI), Rajiv Anand (Executive Director, PwC),
Vikram Chandra (CEO, NDTV Convergence), Praveen
Malhotra (Senior VP, Sales, Reliance Broadcast
Network), Avinash Kaul (CEO, Zoom Entertainment
Network), Joy Chakraborthy (Chief Revenue Officer,
Zee), Terry Bleakley (VP, AP Sales, Intelsat) and
Ravi Mansukhani (MD & CEO, IndusInd Media &
Communication). Supporters of the Forum included
Presenting Sponsor France 24 and Sponsors Asia
Broadcast Satellite, AsiaSat, Eutelsat Communications,
Intelsat, MEASAT and SES World Skies.		 >>

Convention 2011: TV365
The Association announced that the CASBAA
Convention 2011 will open under the banner
“TV365”, celebrating the ubiquity of video’s
multichannel, multiplatform reach as the industry
moves even faster towards digital convergence.
Running from October 31 to November 3 at the
Grand Hyatt Hotel in Hong Kong, this year’s confab
will key in on the changing market drivers defining
the future of video, or at least the paying part of
it. “We have seen incredible changes in the last
20 years but one thing remains the same,” CASBAA
Chairman Marcel Fenez said in the Convention
announcement. “CASBAA will always be THE voice
for multichannel TV in Asia.”

CASBAA
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Playing for money
INDIA PANEL: from left, Anil Prakash, Secretary General, IPTV India Forum;
Ashok Venkatramani, CEO, MCCS (Star News); Sabrina Cubbon, VP, Sales &
Marketing, AsiaSat; Yau Chyong Lim, Senior Director, Sales & Marketing, MEASAT;
Ravi Mansukhani, MD & CEO, IndusInd Media & Communications; Jeremy Rose,
Principal Consultant, Comsys

India has its bright side: digitization continues
at speed; analog cable services are said to be
due to shut down in Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and
Chennai within the year, and countrywide by 2015.
Consumer demand explains part of it; also pressure
to make more children’s content available in local
languages – easier to do with roomier shelf space
afforded by digital pay TV. Internet/IPTV and 3G-4G
delivery systems, all gaining momentum now, also
drive digital convergence.
“As a platform for key industry stakeholders to
exchange views and obtain important information,
the CASBAA India Satellite Industry Forum is
a shining example of the way the Association
continues to inform, represent and connect with
our members,” CASBAA’s CEO said.

Strong partnerships with content providers,
advertisers and end-users required trust and
transparency, speakers at the CASBAA Online
Video in China Forum agreed, and partnerships
were essential to the development of China’s online
video market.
The forum, staged in Beijing in March, heard
keynote Johannes Larcher, SVP International, Hulu,
explain how the US-based online platform focused
on content monetization, secure distribution
and shared risk – and how taking care of these
essentials had yielded Hulu more than 250 content
partners and 600 advertising partners.
The forum drew over 100 delegates and
speakers. “Since China is one of the biggest and
fastest growing markets in the world, it makes sense
to keep focusing our attention on developments
that will affect the broadcasting industry there,”
CASBAA Chairman Marcel Fenez told the gathering.
“While traditional television reigns supreme, a
projected 300m Chinese viewers watching video
online by the end of 2011 means that it is vitally
important to identify the opportunities and hurdles

Survey reveals optimistic operators
In April, 24 members of the CASBAA Operators’ Group their regulatory environments, 72% said they
were asked how they viewed business prospects,
remain unchanged; the remainder split equally
and nearly 72% of them expressed optimism about
judging their regulatory situation either “worse” or
immediate prospects. Longer term, 86% of the sample
“better”.
identified themselves as optimists.
HOW OPTIMISTIC ARE YOU ABOUT THE HOW ABOUT FOR THE LONGER
Small as the sample was, the survey
STATE OF YOUR INDUSTRY FOR 2011?
TERM, ARE YOU:
provided a focused look at how platforms
14%
14%
assessed different issues as they headed
Our best year ever
•
into this year’s second quarter. Asked about
• Things will be tough
14%
• Optimistic
the biggest threat to business, operators
• Same as last year
• Reserved
mentioned several: regulatory issues and
• Better than last year
• Pessimistic
• I am very pessimistic
piracy; telcos using their broadband base
72%
86%
for increasing forays into pay TV; “Mass
……but no-one is pessimistic either!
No respondents claimed to have their ‘best year ever’…
scale operation - profitability – competitors’
Source: CASBAA Operator’s Group Survey April, 2011
Source: CASBAA Operator’s Group Survey April, 2011
overreactions”; dominant players trying
to secure exclusivity of content, adversely
WHERE DO YOU SEE YOUR PRINCIPAL BUSINESS
impacting the market, not least content providers;
INVESTMENTS FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS?
IPTV; in India, the government's lack of urgency in
Increasing content/channels
66.7%
implementing TRAI and MIB recommendations.
Expansion/acuqisition in your current markets
66.7%
Asked about where operators were concentrating
investment, two thirds cited channel expansion,
Increased cable/satellite/broadband capacity
33.3%
the same number citing expansion in their markets.
Adding services (VOD, HD, 3D, VOiP, TV Everywhere)
33.3%
Asked about the biggest issues impacting their
Maintain equilibrium in current markets
0%
business, 71% listed content costs; and 42% cited
* Multiple responses possible, hence figures do not add up to 100%
distribution, the same percentage of respondents
Source: CASBAA Operator’s Group Survey April, 2011
citing regulatory issues. Asked specifically about
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CHINA PANEL: from left, David Wolf, President & CEO, Wolf Group Asia; Sarah
Zhang, Senior Director of Business Development, Baidu Qiyi; Edwina Ngao,
Territory Head of China, National Geographic Channel; Tao Yu, Chief Editor of
Sohu Video Channel, Sohu Chen Zu, VP of Content & Chief Editor, Tudou; Feng
Chen, VP & Editor in Chief, Ku6

of China had joined the Association as a Patron
Member.
Patron members have a seat on the Council of
Governors, CASBAA’s leading advisory group.
“The growing CASBAA Membership in 2011
reflects the international and sectoral reach of
the Association at a time of great change for the
multichannel TV and communications industries,”
said CASBAA CEO Simon Twiston Davies. “The
Board of Directors is delighted to see CASBAA’s
diversity and strength further enriched with the
addition of such distinguished new members.”
GBN Global specializes in media networking
for Thailand’s fast growing satellite and cable TV
industry. In 2002, GEO-TV became was the first
South Asian Urdu language channel to launch
across the Asia Pacific. Newtec offers scalable,
integrated solutions for broadcast, broadband
access and backbone and trunking applications.
TransAsia has offices in Beijing and Shanghai, and
associated/alliance offices in Hong Kong and Tokyo.

that will affect business development in the future.”
Most agreed online video is a natural progression
of broadcasting in an era of anytime, anywhere TV;
the problem was making money at it, and here the
challenge was securing hard audience data to win
advertiser buy-in for the video part of TV’s evolution.
Bandwidth was also raised as another concern –
the worry was, would telcos be willing to provide
platforms enough of it at the right price?
Copyright issues also came up, as they would in
a market where many platforms continue to steam
unlicensed content. Online video in China lacked
industry standards, some participants complained,
although CMM-I Managing Director Anke Redl
sounded a note of optimism: “Chinese video sites
are becoming increasingly sophisticated in terms of
GEO TV
how they acquire both international and domestic
licensed programs, and commission more content
themselves.”
Forum panels and speaker slots were jammed
NEW CASBAA DIRECTORS
with people who knew the business, among them
In May, CASBAA announced the election of three
Ian Chin (Bestv), Chen Zu (Tudou.com), Sarah
additions to its Board of Directors: Tom Keaveny,
Zhang (Baidu Qiyi), Scarlett Li (Zebra Media),
Executive Vice President and Managing Director,
Huang Xinquan (China Radio International Mobile
Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific; Janice H. Y. Lee,
TV) and Cui Bin (China Vision Media Group).
CASBAA’s Fenez said the Association would hold Managing Director, TV and New Media, PCCW
more such forums: “As broadcasters
evolve their business strategies to
take advantage of new platforms to
CASBAA Deputy CEO John Medeiros moderated an animated
complement traditional television
panel, Towards Freedom from Piracy, at May’s CASBAAmodels, CASBAA will continue to
backed Digital Matters conference in Singapore. From the left,
develop events such as Online Video
Aroon Tan, President, Games Exchange Alliance; Isa Seow,
in China in order to bring some much
MD, Center for Content Promotion, Medeiros; and May-Seey
needed focus in this vast market.”
Leong, Regional Director, International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI) Asian Regional Office.

DIGITAL DOES MATTER

Briefly…

FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
On May 9, CASBAA announced three
new Corporate Members – broadcasters
GBN Global Broadcasting Network of
Thailand and GEO-TV of Pakistan and
Belgian satellite technology provider
Newtec – and also reported that legal
services provider Transasia Lawyers
CASBAA
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Ltd.; and, Steve Marcopoto, President and
promotion for Turner Broadcasting in the Asia
Managing Director of Turner Broadcasting
Pacific.
System Asia Pacific.
“As the voice of multichannel television in
“Keaveny, Lee and Marcopoto
Asia, CASBAA relies on its Board of Directors for
represent unparalleled knowledge of
guidance and influence in this region’s dynamic
multichannel TV in Asia,” CASBAA
market. Keaveny, Lee and Marcopoto further
Discovery
Chairman Marcel Fenez said, welcoming
strengthen the Association’s already formidable
Networks Asia
the trio. They join a group that already
leadership and governance,” Fenez said.
Pacific‘s Tom
packs
a
lot
of
punch:
it
includes
Keaveny
representatives from Comcast
MOBILE SITE GOES LIVE – Win an ipad2
International Media Group NBC
In May, CASBAA announced the launch of its
Universal, Disney-ABC International
all-new website tailored especially for mobile
Television (Asia Pacific), GE Satellite,
users. It gives members on the go access to
HBO Asia, PricewaterhouseCoopers and
vital industry information anytime, anywhere.
True Visions in Thailand.
And accessing the service is as simple as
Keaveny is responsible for all aspects of
clicking in to CASBAA’s familiar home page,
Discovery’s Singapore-based operations
www.casbaa.com. You can check it out with
in the Asia Pacific, including market
your mobile device now.
development; Janice Lee is in charge of
But if you’re not happy with your current
the Hong Kong-based PCCW’s media
mobile device, read this part extra carefully.
businesses, including IPTV operator now
To help celebrate CASBAA’s 20th Birthday,
PCCW‘s
the Association has launched the CASBAA
TV and new media and content services
Janice Lee;
Greetings Give-Away Contest in which one
across access platforms, as well as the
Turner
of the prizes will be an iPad2. For all the
company’s advertising business; Steve
Broadcasting
System Asia
details, visit www.casbaa.com – on your
Marcopoto oversees all programming,
Pacific‘s Steve
mobile device, of course. Entries close on 30
network development, advertising
Marcopoto
and distribution sales, marketing and
June, 2011.

CSR notes…
DISASTER IN JAPAN
As aftershocks from the
March 11 earthquake and
tsunami continued to rock
Eastern Japan, CASBAA
urged members, at least the ones who hadn’t swung
into action already, to donate generously to relief
efforts. The disaster’s toll in life and property damage
could only be guessed at this early stage. But news
reports provided by CNN, the BBC and other CASBAA
members all suggested it would be unimaginably grim
– quite apart from the human and financial cost of
the still unfolding drama at Tokyo Electric Power’s big
Daiichi nuclear power plant at Fukushima.
CASBAA asked members to reach out to the NGOs
of their choice. It listed contact points for some of the
larger charities, including Doctors Without Borders,
Oxfam International, Plan International, the Red Cross,
Salvation Army, Save the Children, Unicef and World
Vision. The Association also said messages of support
could be posted at www.asiaforjapan.com.
As spring finally gave way to summer, the contours
of the tragedy were only just becoming clear;
CASBAA’s call for generosity seemed no less urgent.

CHILD RIGHTS AWARD
Entries closed June 15th for the 2011 Child
Rights Award given annually to the best
television programming on children’s rights
produced in the region. The competition, jointly
organized by the ABU, CASBAA and UNICEF, is open
to Asia-Pacific broadcasters and producers.
The scheme promotes quality children’s
programming and better coverage of children’s issues
– and very successfully so. Past winners have raised
the bar for both children’s entertainment and the
documentary form. A TVB team in Hong Kong won
The Award in 2008 for Children Left Behind, a riveting
documentary about kids left at home after parents are
forced to migrate to faraway cities to find work amid
China’s heaving economic shifts – the plight of millions
of families.
Award-winning documentaries typically deal with
the plight of children in some way; dramas help break
down stereotypes and discrimination; animation
teaches and entertains. Programs from this year’s
cohort were aired between June 2010 and May 2011.
In the tradition, the award will be presented at
CASBAA Convention 2011, October 31-November 3.
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Research

Shifty eyeballs

F

orecasters tasked with the job of mapping
the ever expanding pay-TV industry would
argue their business is much more science
than art. And as digital platforms now
churn out many more data points, this surely makes
for better and more sophisticated forecasts of what
the future holds.
But the flip side of the digital age is trying to
accurately predict today’s ever more complicated
industry: greater competition, diversified platforms,
an explosion of channels and consumers exercise
more choice than ever before. Throw into that mix
the longstanding challenges of seismic divergences
in incomes, demographics, technologies, tastes and
regulation that exist across Asia – and seeing into
the future with clarity might seem an impossible
task.

FEW SHORTCUTS
Those in the forecasting game, however, say they
are up to the task. While it appears there are
few shortcuts to the hard graft behind reliable
subscriber or advertising forecasting, new tactics

are being deployed to exploit the expanding deluge
of digital data. This can help solve some of the
bigger forecasting challenges, such as the demand
for and impact of new digital services that are yet to
be launched.
One consequence of increased amounts of data
is that forecasters are working more closely with
regional and sector analysts, says Adam Thomas,
Research Manager and author of Informa’s Asia
Pacific TV forecasts. “We see this as a collaboration
of industry and modeling expertise.
As digital TV rollout makes more
data points available, models can
develop in tandem with this.”
One area where more data is
achieving results is advertising
forecasting, according to Thomas.
Research
“The key to advertising forecasting
manager and
has been greater granularity. True
author of
levels of advertising revenues
Informa‘s Asia
Pacific TV
have long been disguised by rateforecasts Adam card rates and gross figures. Our
Thomas
focus is on extracting discounts,
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Today’s forecasters have their work cut out mapping
Asia’s fast changing pay-TV market
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commissions and other fees so our clients get a
realistic picture of a market value. This focus on net
figures is key.”
But while there may be more data available, that
does not always make the forecasting game easier,
according to Ben Reneker, senior analyst at SNL
Kagan. “Data is better in the interactive digital age,
but does it translate into greater clarity predicting
service adoption? It can be overshadowed by
further complexity among competitors.”
Reneker says forecasting was easier before
internet video services started competing for
audiences. “Now it’s not just [sizing up] demand for
TV but studying the business of bundled services.”
He points to the myriad simultaneous factors that
must be considered, from the future of broadband
and voice to how content players will adapt and
the impact of a changing range of services on
competitive dynamics.

AFFORDABILITY KEY
It is small comfort that at least some factors are
less likely to change. “Affordability is always a
controlling variable, especially in markets where
pay TV is priced as a luxury good,” says Reneker.
“You either need incomes to catch up, or prices to
come down.”
Kagan has kept the same basic methodology for
forecasting, Reneker says. “All forecasts are done on
a bottom up basis, focusing on individual operators
and their prospects.” The approach includes a
fundamental analysis of an operator’s business
looking at the regulatory environment, competitive
dynamics and affordability, regardless of whether it
is a satellite provider, cable or OTT operator.
There is no single recipe in the forecasting
black box which includes, according to Informa’s
Thomas, an esoteric mixture of regression analysis,
time series and judgmental models, depending
on the forecast period and data. “For example, a
modified logistic curve algorithm is used to model a

We see this as a collaboration of
industry and modeling expertise
as digital TV rollout makes more
data points available
variety of different technology growth profiles based
on expectations around the ‘addressable market’
and the ‘time to mass-market,” he says. In situations
involving greater uncertainty, as with long-term
forecasts, scenarios are often useful to best illustrate
different views of a market’s potential development,
Thomas adds.

But even the most sophisticated techniques will
struggle with some challenges – such as predicting
the demand and impact of services or technologies
that have yet to be launched. “It is far less
predictable what specific services consumers will
pay for and grab hold of their imagination,” says
Kagan’s Reneker.
“When there is a lack of historical data, this
often provides the greatest challenge,” says Thomas.
Informa tries to solve this puzzle is by using
scorecard analysis which helps to quantify the more
qualitative areas, he explains.

IN-HOUSE RESEARCH
Loke Keng Tham, President
at Taiwan Broadband
Communications, says operators
themselves now have their own
metrics to add to the mix generated
by research companies. In this
respect, she says, captured customer
Taiwan Broaddata can be useful in forecasting
band Comdemand for new services.
munications
“Another area of research that
President Loke
Keng Tham
we invest in is data warehousing
and datamining. As we accumulate
more usage data, such as pay tier or VOD
purchases, broadband surfing habits, billing data,
etc, we have a greater ability to forecast our
customers’ propensity to purchase new services.”
Tham explains that cable is a very local market
in Taiwan [as regulation, if not market logic,
requires]. “We look at forecasts, but at the end
of the day, we also need to understand our local
market and make our own conclusions based on
the unique aspects of our market.”
The most difficult thing to forecast is technology
adoption, she says. “Anything that is habit changing
is certainly the most challenging. Whether a new
service has merit is one thing, but will customers be
prepared to change their habits to adopt it?”
She cites the example of the current hype
surrounding surfing the internet on television. “If
my 16-year-old is faced with that option, his answer
would probably be ‘no’ because he doesn’t want
his personal chat, emails and Youtube viewing
choices to be displayed on a big screen so his
parents can see it.”
How new media and traditional TV interact is of
consuming industry interest these days, as Reneker
acknowledges.
“Social media can provide a different set of data
through Twitter, Facebook and when viewers check
in when watching a TV show. This is improving the
resolution of social media and provides a sample
that can be viewed and extrapolated.”
Craig Stephen
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regulatory brief

Frankly speaking…
CASBAA’s latest Regulating for Growth report is coming soon

I

n the third quarter, CASBAA will
release its quadrennial Regulating
for Growth report on the impact
of pay-TV regulation in 15 Asian
markets. With the data on broadcasting
regulations all collected, the focus in
this finishing stage turns to slotting in
matching economic data now flowing
into CASBAA.
“In general, we argue that good regulation
is correlated with strong economic growth.
Governments that have more market-friendly
environments enjoy stronger investment in pay TV
and stronger revenues, and stronger tax revenues
because governments take a share,” explains
CASBAA Deputy CEO and Regulatory Affairs
Director John Medeiros. “Development of the
pay-TV industry is good for economies, where the
policy mix is right.”
To illustrate the point he cites the case of
Taiwan and how, under a regulatory regime
guided more by political than market forces, it
lags all other territories in digital penetration of
pay-TV households, despite the fact the island is

They tried browbeating the
industry into digitization but that
doesn’t work in the absence of a
profit motive
one of the region’s more developed economies
(see table). “Taiwan is way, way behind, because
the government has had such heavy-handed
regulation of cable rates and cable content
that the cable industry, until last year, has not
made the big investments necessary to digitize,”
Medeiros says.
A special subcommittee of the CASBAA
Regulatory and Antipiracy Committee oversees
the surveys with the help of legal and government
relations specialists scattered across the region. The
first Regulating for Growth report was compiled
in 2005 and that was updated over 2007-08.
And like those, the latest survey will show how
markets moving forward, backward, or standing
still, correlate with regulatory practice. The
aim of the exercise: to encourage regulators in

underperforming pay-TV markets to
adopt more light-handed regulation
practiced by Asia’s better performers.
Medeiros returns to the digitization
chart. “Look at China and India –
they are huge markets, and both
are growing and changing. In India,
digitization is being pushed by fierce
competition among DTH satellite suppliers, and
the more advanced cable MSOs. New content –
including things like new packaging of cricket as
well as many new channels – is being developed
to fill these platforms. It is a totally commercial
phenomenon. And it is strongest in the lessregulated DTH sector, rather than the overregulated cable industry.”
China appears to be speedily digitizing too, but
not for the usual commercial reasons. “It doesn’t
have so much of a market dynamic,” Medeiros says.
“Rapid upgrades of cable systems there are driven
by government orders to ‘invest’. And since all the
cable companies are state-owned, guess what…..
they invest.”
In this respect, South Korea exhibits a more
typical example of market dynamics: “Digitization
has begun to move rapidly after years of sluggish
growth as new IPTV platforms come on line and the
existing cable operators upgrade their systems to
compete.”
As advances in technology keep offering up
more paths to pay-TV growth, the 2011 survey
is expected to show Asia as a mixed bag of
opportunities, seized and bungled; some markets,
like South Korea, push forward in developing more
modern regulations; some, like India, fall back; and
Asia Pacific Pay TV by the Numbers
Forecast for YE 2010
China
India
Korea
Japan
Taiwan
Vietnam
Thailand
Malaysia
Australia
Hong Kong
Philippines
Indonesia
New Zealand
Singapore
TOTAL

Pay-TV Subs % TVHH
183.7 m
44
116.5 m
83
20.9 m
110
13.5 m
28
7.1 m
99
4.4 m
23
3.4 m
7
3.2 m
52
2.5 m
31
1.9 m
74
1.3 m
9
1.2 m
4
0.9 m
55
0.8 m
72
359.2 m

48

Digital Subs
88.1 m
30.2 m
9.5 m
10.5 m
1m
2.1 m
1.1 m
3.2 m
2.5 m
1.9 m
0.4 m
1.2 m
0.9 m
0.8 m

% Digital Penetration
48
26
45
78
14
48
32
100
100
100
31
100
100
100

153.4 m

43

Source: Media Partners Asia December 2010/CASBAA
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Snapshot of an earlier review: Poster children for good and not so good regulation

others, Taiwan most obviously, stand still. “Taiwan
and India are among the most heavily regulated
jurisdictions in Asia,” Medeiros says.

rate caps, advertising controls, and specifications of
channel line-ups that prevented digitization.”

India can be incredible
Taiwan marks time
He calls Taiwan’s introduction of digital
television abysmal. “Over rigid regulation for
purely political reasons has left Taiwan basically
unchanged for years.” The creation of the National
Communications Commission, which combined
telecom and broadcast regulators in a single agency
in 2006, suggested a new dawn of enlightened
regulation that would smooth Taiwan’s path to
digital convergence. But hopes were dashed.
For starters, Medeiros says no one on the NCC
had pay-TV industry experience. “Until just
recently, the NCC hadn’t made any substantial
changes in Taiwan’s overly burdensome regulatory
regime.” It tried browbeating the industry into
digitization, he says, “but browbeating doesn’t work
in the absence of a profit motive”.
Taiwan remained a politically-charged obstacle
course of local and national price
controls in the face of escalating
content costs; in the analog
segment, cable operators are even
prohibited from altering packages
or establishing tiers (something now
permitted in the digital segment,
CASBAA
thanks in part to the arrival of
Deputy CEO
value-added services like DVRs and and Regulatory
Affairs Director
improved content). “Basically the
John Medeiros
NCC has over-regulated cable with

In India, digital cable has fared hardly better,
according to Medeiros. “The regulators have
expanded price caps, increased their interference in
the pricing of wholesale TV content – it’s a litany of
what not to do.”
But India is quirky. Technological advances
created one segment that grew outside the reach
of existing regulation. While cable continued to
underperform, this new DTH industry exploded.
“It doesn’t have price caps, it can tier programming
options, and some exclusive programming is
allowed.” With much more latitude for structuring
of commercial offerings, investment has poured in.
“Like everywhere, India’s regulations are
founded in laws which are out of date,” Medeiros
explains. “The basic law for cable regulation comes
under the Cable TV Act, which is 20 years old.
There is no DTH Act.” In essence, no rules to cover
satellite delivery to the home; and “to their credit”
regulators abstained from pigeonholing DTH as
cable with all its constraints. Still, Medeiros senses
slippage: “They’re extending price controls more
broadly and getting more interfering.”
For all his criticisms, Medeiros inserts an
important caveat: “You have to realize our survey is
based on early 2011.” The world, parts of it anyway,
moves on. “We see, hopefully, positive changes
coming in both India and Taiwan. There is impending
legislation in Taiwan, for example, that may herald
CASBAA
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a revised approach to regulation problems at the
NCC; in India, we see the government talking about
digitization in ways that could give digital cable
operators more freedom to structure tiers.”

Progress in Vietnam
Some more good news, with a proviso: “Vietnam
is moving toward more modern regulation now,”
Medeiros says. “However, we have to temper that
by the fact that they are making some difficult
demands on operators for things like subtitling –
and the [ongoing] censorship burden, which is
substantial.” While not yet a regulatory role model,
“Vietnam is making great progress from the old
communist period.”
But CASBAA’s point man on regulation predicts
that Vietnam’s new rules on subtitling, censorship,
and advertising coming into effect in May 2012
will impose extra costs sure to drive some channels
out of the market. “In other areas, they’ve actually
introduced a regulatory framework that is procompetitive,” Medeiros says. One outcome of
that: Vietnam abandoned plans to create a single
government buyer of foreign content, eliminating
any chance of free-market competition in
programming sales. Widely welcomed, the decision
showed a government sensitive to concerns voiced
by key industry players, not least CASBAA.
The language issue remains a big one for
international players across Asia. “It’s easier to
deliver [subtitling or dubbing] if content owners
can make money. “If there’s a profit motive, it will
happen. But in markets where there isn’t much
money coming in, in poorer developing economies
like Vietnam for example, it’s a problem.”

Cross carriage in Singapore
Singapore slips a big notch “because their
policymaking approach to the whole cross carriage
issue and content exclusivity has greatly shaken the
industry’s confidence in the neutrality, objectivity
and fairness of Singapore’s regulators,” Medeiros

says. “Before, it had a pretty good reputation.”
While the new rules, which effectively rule
out competition among platforms based on
high-value international content, have yet to be
implemented, “they’re still talking about them”.
Indeed, consultations on these amendments to
Singapore’s Media Code, first announced in March
2010, continue. But Medeiros says the situation has
left plans for 3D TV, and other innovations, under a
cloud of uncertainly for a year now. “So to remove
some uncertainty, the government has said, ‘we’ll
leave 3D out of it. It’s unfortunately typical of an
ad hoc approach to the many issues raised by the
cross-carriage rules.”

Disconnects at home and abroad
Any new issues since the CASBAA’s last Regulating
for Growth report? There are some, Medeiros says,
but old issues have returned with new twists. He
notes increasing attempts by governments “to
wing it” on issues such as content controls and
labeling (requiring local definitions similar to
the MPAA’s G, PG and R ratings). “Governments
are making policy in isolation when the pay-TV
industry is international, and we are increasingly
seeing those two realities confront each other,” says
Medeiros who cites Korea and Taiwan as especially
fussed about the issue. “They are making content
labeling rules for broadcasters as if they are just
broadcasting to Taegu and Taipei when they’re
broadcasting streams to 20 countries.” Ensuring
ratings conform to local definitions and inserting
labels into streams in local-language characters
can be complicated. “They’re trying to force
international channels into local molds and we see
that as an issue that will continue.”
Another issue: The “schizophrenia” of
governments which seek to regulate content
on certain delivery systems while closing their
eyes to what goes on the internet. “In Singapore,
you’re not allowed to broadcast programming in
Cantonese, yet Singaporeans who want Cantonese
programming only have to click on TVB.com
to see all they want,” Medeiros says. “This is an
accelerating problem with internet rollouts –
there’s more over the top (OTT), more internet TV
and governments know what’s going on, yet they
maintain out of date over-restrictive broadcast
content restrictions.” And too many don’t make
a distinction between free TV, which anyone can
access, and pay TV, he adds.
CASBAA isn’t suggesting the internet should
be regulated. “We just want a more reasonable
approach to pay TV.” In short, light handed
regulation that enables pay TV to grow for the
benefit of consumers, industry and government,
everyone.
CASBAA
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DISTRIBUTION

Two platform veterans tell Craig Stephen
why customers won’t be quitting pay TV for
internet streaming

I

n the West, “cord cutting” conjures up
nightmare scenarios of customers abandoning
their pay-TV plans in favor of getting content
exclusively over the internet. The alarm
was sounded last year when US pay-TV market
subscribers grew at a record low rate while growing
numbers of viewers defected to over the top (OTT)
content providers such as movie streaming service
NetFlix and Hulu, the video streaming service
owned by NBCUniversal, News Corporation, The
Walt Disney Company and other investors.
Variously rumored to be a takeover target of
Amazon, Apple, Disney, Google and others, NetFlix
has grown to 20m subscribers after adding 2m
to 3m subs in busier quarters; its share price has
more than quadrupled over the past year, giving it a
market cap of US$12bn.
While pay-TV subscribers are climbing again,
last year’s disruptive cord cutting episode still
looks like a wake-up call. It may not be an epochal
moment for pay-TV packages – but it points to
some fragile customer relationships out there.
And it is likely we will hear only more about
OTT platforms with more penetration of faster
broadband networks and a new breed of connected
TVs that bring web content directly to the big
screen at home.

PIRACY THE BIG ISSUE
One reason has to do with how these new
platforms address the issue of piracy. “The
technologies are available to trap [piracy], but
without industry-wide regulation customers could
just move to a service provider employing less
stringent protection.”
If content owners want to take advantage of
opportunities in OTT delivery,
Berriman suggests it would make
most sense to work with existing
pay-TV operators. “They know how
to best monetize and protect the
content.”
Berriman says NOW TV, with
NOW TV Chief
over
1m subscribers, is adding new
Technology
Officer Paul
features and services that already
Berriman
deliver some of the functionality
CASBAA
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Ties that bind

New OTT entrants are in
general perceived to be less of
a threat to developed pay-TV
markets in Asia, but it prompts
new strategic thinking in the
industry to prepare for this
threat – or opportunity, as some
traditional players see it.
There are big differences
between the American market
and Asia that suggest cord
cutting is unlikely to be
repeated here. For one thing,
Asia has yet to see sustainable
business models emerge,
according to Paul Berriman,
Chief Technology Officer at
NOW TV in Hong Kong. “We
are in a transition period where
there is a lot of low cost or free
content from pirated sources. We need to see a
shakedown in the business models and piracy
countermeasures.”
He adds that while much of the debate centers
on the low cost of OTT delivery, this overlooks how
much pay-TV operators like NOW do to add value
to content.
“We have strong relationships with content
owners,” he says. “There are so many ways we
can add value: localization, repurposing, adding
languages and delivering content across multiple
platforms from a single point of contact.”
The fact that Asia has not had to confront a
large scale NetFlix-like service is largely put down
to the reticence of premium content owners.
Berriman points to iTunes, for example, where
movies or film content are still generally not
available in Asia.
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of OTT platforms. He points out how NOW, for
example, makes content available across multiple
platforms and has improved its EPG interface for
search and discovery.
Just a few months ago, the platform launched
a new Video Express VOD pay-per-view service
with newer (earlier window) titles and an
improved interface. Berriman says the service
offers around 140 titles currently but it’s very early
days. “We launched with Paramount and now

There are so many ways we can
add value: content localization,
content repurposing, adding
languages, multiple platforms
have Fox, Warner Bros and NBC Universal. We
plan to expand more and add an S(ubscription)
VOD-based back catalogue. We hope to have
5,000 titles or more. We could even go over the
top ourselves, making it available to a wider
audience.”

EMBRACING OTT
In the event, NOW TV has effectively embraced
OTT, he says. New cross-platform initiatives mean
it is now possible to watch select content on both
the IPTV service and on the web. NOW TV, for
example, offers The Golf Channel to its customers
online in addition to traditional TV distribution,
as it does with the Manchester United Channel.
Says Berriman: “We want to introduce access to
OTT platforms so existing customers have no good
reason to go anywhere else.”
That said, Berriman does see a possible
opportunity for OTT operators in underdeveloped
pay-TV markets. “In Indonesia, for example, OTT
might work for content providers as it is not really
cannabilizing pay-TV providers where there is low
penetration. Even if it were selling at a lower price
it could probably work.”
Other operators in the region
similarly see little immediate threat
of cord cutting in their home
markets but are watching the OTT
space carefully. “The prospects of
OTT platforms need to be looked at
on a market by market basis beyond Astro CFO
Grant Ferguson
our core market of Malaysia,” says
Grant Ferguson, CFO at Malaysian
[DTH] satellite operator Astro All Asia Networks.
“[OTT] is driven by a market opportunity and
access to content.”
He says something like Hulu came to life

because it could access primetime content that
could impact audiences. “You have to consider
what content is driving the market.”
A similar situation developing in Malaysia is
unlikely, Ferguson contends. “In Malaysia, primary
content is not Hollywood content. While we get
good ratings for ‘Desperate Housewives’ or ‘Master
Chef’, it is not the main driver. In Malaysia it is our
own or Media Prima content.” (Media Prima’s assets
include leading Malaysian FTA channels.)
“Our position has been achieved through many
years of investment in content,” Ferguson says.
“Our single biggest advantage is the tens of millions
invested in content to deliver Astro’s branded
output. On the second level down, it is our ability
to repurpose and localize content.”

INCUMBENT ADVANTAGE
He doesn’t rule out an OTT platform having an
impact on Astro’s business some day in the future.
But that again would depend on infrastructure and
content, he says. If an OTT operator offered content
on a scale of the English Premier League, there
could be an impact, Ferguson concedes. “If they
think they can get their own number of eyeballs
they could consider it. It is an economic decision
that they have to make.”
That said, incumbents still have other advantages
over new entrants. Ferguson points to how the
size of Astro’s audience brings advantages as it
encourages large broadcasters to invest in localized
content for its platform – like Discovery investing in
Malaysian-language productions. “The whole ecosystem is looking at the production of content and
it cannot be easily replicated.”
Astro has also been experimenting with new
delivery options for on-demand content and recently
launched IPTV with TIME dotCom, a unit of Maxis,
Malaysia’s big telecom player. “Eventually we expect
to be able to offer different price points,” Ferguson
says. “Once you have more ways of delivering
content, and more effectively, it will be easier to get
customers to communicate and pay differently.”
Other new delivery initiatives Astro is exploring
include applications developed in conjunction
with its affiliate Fetch TV that allow content to be
viewed on multiple devices, according to Ferguson.
“We have made an EPG that works as an iPad
application and on smartphones.
“The application [to be rolled out later this year]
will immediately find what you are watching on TV
so if you get up and move it will take the content
with you on the device – or at least as far as your
home network.”
It’s an ongoing process, he says. “Astro is always
looking at more ways to offer content to customers,
irrespective of delivery mechanisms.”
CASBAA
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Guest Comment

As NDS sees it
Regional NDS chief Sue Taylor on the future of pay TV
In Sue Taylor’s 16 years in pay TV in Asia
Pacific, she has overseen conditional
access solutions and next generation
pay-TV application provider NDS’
pay-TV business grow from 1995

T

he 1990’s witnessed the
advent of STAR TV, the first
digital TV distribution service
in Asia Pacific. Now all
satellite TV distribution in the region
is digital. Australia, Hong Kong and Singapore are
already fully digital cable, and we expect the major
cable regional markets in China, Japan, Korea and
India to complete cable digitalisation over the next
decade. DTH is proving to have a major impact,
while growth is continuing, particularly in Australia,
Malaysia, India and Indonesia.
Despite the threat posed by other entertainment
sources, the pay-TV industry is now worth
US$38bn. Here are NDS’ five key predictions for
the next few years:
1. Main revenues will still come from subscription
and advertising
The pay-TV industry will continue to derive
revenues directly from both subscribers and
advertisers. Both groups are becoming more
demanding as technology enables a proliferation
of channels (e.g. in India in 1995 there were about
50 channels and now there are almost 600), with
multiple ways to consume those channels (live,
time shifted, etc) and on myriad devices, many
of them non traditional TV sets (tablets, personal
media players, mobile phones whether tethered or
not, etc).
2. Advertisers will demand more addressability
As audiences fragment, advertisers are demanding
better accountability, addressability and stickiness
and interactivity. Set-top box based audience
measurement software is already used by a number
of pay-TV operators in the region and both payTV operators and content providers are expressing
interest in advanced advertising functionalities
including addressable video advertising.
3. State-of-the-art user interfaces will enable
increased content consumption
Subscribers are demanding interfaces and
applications which are not only easier to use, and

navigate but which are quickest at locating content
and capable of configuring complex content
actions (e.g. book on one device, play on it and
other devices, synchronising stop and start etc).
4. The primary home entertainment hub will still
be the television
We believe that traditional TV viewing will continue
to increase in hours per person per week. Research
from Nielsen has shown that in the US, people are
watching even more TV than ever before (158:25
hours per month) which is an increase of over two
hours compared to the previous year. In contrast,
viewing video over the internet only accounts
for 28:36 hours. Nielsen also reports that “Latin
America and Asia Pacific tie as the two global
regions with the highest rates of watching TV”.
Most of this increase in TV viewing is driven
by the growth in “Time shifting TV”, sophisticated
content recommendation platforms and DVR
playback, which allow subscribers to record up to
40+ hours of programming.
index of home television usage (past 30 days) by region
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Source: The Nielsen Company, Global Online Survey, March 2010.

5. Companion devices will be key with tablets
driving growth
The growth in tablet sales has been phenomenal
with sales of tablets predicted to triple this year.
Platforms will have to provide content and
applications to companion devices as part of the
home-net ecosystem. They will be able to provide
advanced search recommendations, and remote
DVR control functionalities, but will face the
challenge of ensuring content interoperability on
multiple devices without incurring piracy.
OTT and other offerings will complement,
not replace, traditional TV and the best services
will probably be delivered by content providers,
broadcasters and pay-TV platforms as these
companies know best how to package and promote
valuable content to viewers.
CASBAA
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The big picture

In May, Intelsat CEO David McGlade was
interviewed for CASBAA Connections
Describe Intelsat’s presence in Asia.
Intelsat has served the Asia-Pacific region for
45 years. We provide critical infrastructure,
with applications ranging from DTH TV, media
distribution, broadband and government
communications. With 15 Intelsat satellites
supporting the region, we are well positioned to
support the growth of our customers.
Of the seven satellites we plan to launch
between now and 2013, four will provide new or
replacement capacity in Asia. These four satellites
represent more than a $1 billion investment in Asia
Pacific by Intelsat. This includes the acceleration
of replacement satellites for three core video

distribution roles, as well as one new satellite that
will increase capacity for media, networking and
government customers.
Recently, India’s Essel Shyam Communications
committed to new capacity on our fastest growing
video neighborhood on Intelsat 17. They join Sony
Pictures Television and Sun TV Network in utilizing
the satellite’s broad footprint. Programmers have
truly come to recognize our cable distribution
strength in this part of the world.
Intelsat 18, which is scheduled to launch later
this summer, will provide enhanced DTH coverage
and network services capabilities to the Pacific
Islands, a part of the world that relies on satellite
communications. We developed plans for IS-18 in
close consultation with an anchor customer from
the region, OPT in French Polynesia.
Intelsat 19 will launch in 2012 and will
feature increased Ku-band capacity optimized
for DTH, network services applications in
Australia and mobility services across the Pacific.
The satellite’s C-band capacity will provide
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CEO David McGlade explains how Intelsat covers the
gamut, from TV distribution to nuclear emergencies
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SIF 2011: A packed agenda
CASBAA’s 11th Satellite Industry Forum meets once
again in Singapore on June 20 to a packed agenda
under the heading, “Taking Care of Business”. To offer
some perspective, the day’s headline speaker, Intelsat
CEO David McGlade, will try to answer this question:
Where are we and where are we going?
Forum delegates won’t be going uninitiated. Before
the official welcoming remarks and McGlade’s opener,
participants will have access to informative insights
between coffee and croissants – when Chris Bauer, VP
Commercial Sales, SpaceX, and Jeremy Rose, Principal
Consultant at Comsys, take a measure of how new
launch providers are impacting the space industry.
After McGlade’s opener, the panels roll out, starting
with a “Leadership Kick-Off” which will consider the
different industry challenges now that global economic
convulsions have receded. David Ball, CTO, NewSat,
will host the panel comprised of Inoue Osamu, Sr EVP,
SKY Perfect JSAT Corp; Cheng Guangren, President,
APT Satellite; Tom Choi, CEO, ABS; Paul Brown-

Kenyon, COO, MEASAT; Nongluck Phinainitisart,
President, Thaicom; and Andrew Wallace, Chief
Commercial Officer, Eutelsat.
“The Road to WRC 2012” comes up in the
second panel. With the World Radiocommunication
Conference reconvening in early 2012, panelists will
consider whether C-band spectrum will be threatened
by decisions taken on signal-destabilizing ground
services like WiMAX – as it was in 2007. It’s hosted by
CASBAA Deputy CEO John Medeiros – with Anthony
Baker, COO, Qatar Satellite and Roger Tong, VP,
Engineering, AsiaSat.
Then comes “In Conversation” with Romain Bausch,
President & CEO, SES, hosted by Haslinda Amin, News
Correspondent and Anchor, Bloomberg Television.
The third panel, “Satellite Broadband / Ka-Band and
Higher?” will investigate whether Ka-band is really
the Holy Grail for low-cost satellite broadband that
its proponents claim. Hosted by Simon Bull, Senior
Consultant, Comsys, the session will feature Steve

On November 26, 2010, Arianespace launched Intelsat 17 in French Guiana.
Built by Space Systems/Loral, IS-17 added C- and Ku-band capacity across
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Russia – and Asia where it increases Intelsat’s
video distribution. Inset: Intelsat CEO David McGlade

enhanced performance capacity for distribution of
international video content throughout Asia Pacific.
Intelsat 20 will launch in 2012, and will replace
Intelsat 10 and Intelsat 7 in the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR). Intelsat 22 is also scheduled to
launch in 2012, and it, too will serve the IOR. It
will include a mobility beam and a military UHF
hosted payload.
We also continue to invest in our IntelsatONE

ground network infrastructure, expanding customer
access to our assets in Asia Pacific and around
the world. An upgrade at our Paumalu Teleport in
Hawaii improved our fiber diversity and enhanced
our antenna facilities to expand accessibility
and redundancy on our Pacific Ocean satellites,
improving services for our customers.
Intelsat also announced recently an alliance with
BT that expands the reach of our terrestrial network
to new locations in Asia. The alliance interconnects
our IntelsatONE network with BT’s MPLS-based
Global Media Network.
Intelsat also provides infrastructure during
times of emergency. Most recently, we supported
Japan during its crisis, freeing 180 MHz of
Ku-band capacity on Intelsat 8 to meet urgent
customer needs. We are also responding to the
overwhelming Occasional Use (OU) television
demand for additional capacity. And, as requested
by the US Department of Energy, Intelsat is
providing surveillance monitoring between the
U.S. and the Fukushima Daiichi Japanese nuclear
reactor.
How is the hosted payload business changing
satellite services, and what’s ahead in this area for
Intelsat?
Hosted payloads represent a valuable solution for
government customers seeking ‘on time and on
budget’ access to space for customized payloads.
For example, the Australian Defence Force
purchased a specialized UHF payload aboard
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Collar, CEO, O3b Networks; Jean-François Fremaux,
Business Development Director, Multimedia, Eutelsat;
Sami Boustany, Executive Director, Strategy & Business
Development, Yahsat; Robert Feierbach, VP, Global
Sales & Marketing, Hughes Network Systems and Nile
Suwansiri, VP, Marketing & Sales, SE Asian Region,
Thaicom.
After lunch, the fourth panel looks at future trends
for regional DTH, with John Porter, CEO, Austar
Entertainment; Henry Tan, COO, Astro; Simon
Cathcart, Co-Founder & Executive Director, Fetch TV;
Elias Zaccack, VP Sales, AP, SES World Skies – and
host Gregg Daffner, Senior Advisor – Asia, Echostar
International.
The sixth panel will try to suss out what customers
really want beyond lower prices and better services –
with Huang Bao Zhong, Vice President, APT Satellite;
Andrew Taylor, CEO, Pactel Intl; Fu Zhiheng, VP & GM,

Launch Services Division, CGWIC; Muneam Ali, VP
& GM AP, Harris CapRock Communications; Imran
Malik, CEO, Supernet – and host Paromita Chatterjee,
Sr Ed, ET Now and Consultant, Times Group
Following this, AsiaSat will gives its take on Asian
industry trends with Bill Wade, President & CEO, AsiaSat
in conversation with CASBAA VP, Operations Jill Grinda.
The last session will look at future of industry
pricing, technologies, frequencies and businesses
– with Eddie Kato, CEO, Thales Alenia Space North
America; Gary Hale, Space Initiative Manager,
GGSG, Cisco; SpaceX’s Chris Bauer; Jay Yass, VP,
Global Accounts & Strategic Sales, Intelsat; David
Alexander, Sr Business Development Manager, Space
Communication Systems, Harris Corp; Christopher
Richmond, SVP, Global Communications Business
Area, Orbital Sciences Corp and host Peter Jackson,
Executive Chairman, AsiaSat.

Intelsat 22 to provide communications for its
military; by contracting with Intelsat, the ADF
expects to reach space much earlier, and at
a savings of $150 million, versus running a
standalone program. This is an example of how
governments can leverage commercial platforms to
cost effectively meet their needs.
We are in a constant state of refreshing our
global fleet of over 50 satellites. On each spacecraft
in the planning stage, we evaluate potential hosted
payload opportunities and are able to align our
schedules for both the commercial and hosted
payload missions.
Any other observations of Asia you’d like to make?
A3. DTH penetration and HD programming remain
key drivers for video growth in Asia Pacific. To meet
this demand, Intelsat offers premier Asian video
neighborhoods to leading global and regional
programmers. Intelsat 8 in the Pacific Ocean
Region and Intelsat 10 in the IOR offer our most
popular neighborhoods, with unmatched reach and
connectivity for video providers.
Through this dual satellite solution, Discovery
Communications, for example, accesses every
cable and DTH market in both of these regions to
reach its viewers. Intelsat 8 and Intelsat 10 capacity
will be refreshed in 2012 with Intelsat 19 and
Intelsat 20, respectively.
Furthermore, we provide Asian programmers and
broadcasters an efficient means to grow globally.
For example, NHK Global is using our program
turnaround services and our video fiber network
to transmit its first global HD news channel, NHK
World TV. The content is gathered from NHK’s
30 HD-equipped news bureaus worldwide and

distributed to viewers in more than 80 countries.
Through IntelsatONE, we assist the region’s
network service providers by offering teleport,
space segment and managed solutions that
include Internet backbone access, video
conferencing, virtual private networks, and
secure communications linking offices, ships and
government operations.
In Asia Pacific, we expect continued growth for
mobile applications, including content delivery
and network services to aircraft, trains, ships and
automobiles. Thanks to our investment in Ku band
mobility beams on Intelsat 22 and Intelsat 19, we
are well positioned to meet this need.
What would you say are the key challenges of
doing business in Asia?
The Asia-Pacific region is dynamic, really a
collection of multiple sub-regions that present many
unique challenges, but also great opportunities.
Because of this, we have sales and customer
support offices in India, Singapore, Australia, China
and Japan to ensure our customers’ needs are being
met at the local level.
As we have built our Asia investment program,
we have worked closely with our customers
to provide them with the right capacity for
their requirements, and planning with them for
future growth. We also provide solutions where
our customers can benefit from the resilience
of the Intelsat fleet - a valuable differentiator
as compared to other operators in the region.
We have challenged ourselves to be the best at
supporting our customers’ requirements, and this
challenge is one that we work hard at achieving
every day.
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Very media focused
CEO Romain Bausch recounts how SES pioneered DTH
by first rethinking the satellite antenna

W

ith another successful launch just
notched in April, SES President and
CEO Romain Bausch took time out
to talk to CASBAA Connections
about a range of issues. These included capacity
pressures and the question of open skies over
India where a full third of the exploding Direct-toHome pay-TV market – now 40m subscribers, and
counting fast – is powered by SES.
The conversation roamed into other topics too –
the pros and cons of the hosted payload business
being one – but it never strayed for very long from
the topic of DTH. With 44 satellites in its fleet
at last count, SES (and affiliates SES World Skies
and SES Astra) serves enterprise/corporate and
telcos and government customers, of course, but
it has focused on making media the centerpiece
of its business from the start. “At the group level,
around 75% of revenue comes from video,” Bausch
explained. “The remaining 25% comes more or less
equally from enterprise networks, including telcos,
and government applications.”

report. Turning to India and the
wider Asia Pacific, the report
said: “The strength of demand
for satellite capacity over
India has led to all available
capacity in the region having
been sold out.” The report then
explained that SES-7 (formerly ProtoStar 2, acquired
when ProtoStar went under Chapter 11) had been
colocated at SES‘ 108.2° East orbital position and…
“SES has entered into a multiyear agreement for
all 12 transponders on the South Asian beam for a
DTH platform in India.” (SES’ big customer is Dish
TV, India’s largest and oldest DTH platform, but the
satellite operator recently signed a second customer
Bausch said he wasn’t yet at liberty to name.)
But elsewhere in Asia, as the annual report
noted, there was still some capacity to spread
around. So Vietnamese DTH operator AVG could
begin services on SES’ NSS-6 satellite, initially
using two and a half transponders to deliver its
80-channel DTH line-up – with an option for
another transponder to accommodate channel
expansion. And in the Philippines, DTH operator
GSat signed for an additional transponder on the
GSS’ NSS-11 satellite to push out HDTV services,
leveraging what SES called “108.2° East’s strength
as one of Asia’s significant DTH neighborhoods”.

CAPACITY ISSUES
MEDIA IS NO. 1
In Europe SES always focused on media. In the US,
50% of revenues derive from that. It was Asia, and
more generally emerging markets, where media
had the smallest imprint, and Bausch said his
company was determined to grow video revenues
on the back of soaring multichannel growth.
Media as a proportion of group sales as often as
not depended on how it figured in the revenues
of acquired companies. “At the time we acquired
New Skies, the revenues split was one third media,
one third enterprise, including telcos, and one third
government applications,” he said. Over the last
several years we have been successful in increasing
the contribution from media, specifically through
the provision of capacity on for multiple DTH
platforms across Asia.
Any moves in that direction would certainly be
welcomed in Asia, as SES itself acknowledged when
it addressed capacity pressures in its 2010 annual

“We are fully utilizing all fleet capacity across
NSS12, NSS-6, NSS-11 and SES-7 over India. With
SES-7 we recently added 12 transponders over
India and have successfully contracted them for
DTH. So ‘yes’, we are sold out of all capacity for
Indian DTH and enterprise, and ‘no’, we still have
capacity available for DTH and other applications
in North East Asia and Southeast Asia.”
“In emerging markets, particularly in Asia,
Latin America and Africa we are working with
our customers to grow the market, in particular
with media applications. We are doing this very
systematically by, for example, adding additional
capacity for DTH in India on the upcoming SES8 satellite and contracting new DTH capacity
in Indochina. In the last year we announced
new customers in Vietnam, Thailand and the
Philippines.”
Underscoring SES’ commitment to lift video
earnings in Asia, one SES pitch goes, “Whether you
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started with these design features in Europe right
from the beginning – in heavy rain regions like
Napoli and the Cote d’Azur, for example. We put
more power over Europe and so that’s what we do
whenever we are using satellites for DTH puposes.”

EXPORTING DTH EXPERTISE

Ariane 5 launcher lifts off in October 2009 at French Guiana’s Spaceport with
SES’ NSS-12 satellite carrying 40 C-band and 48 Ku-band transponders to provide
telecom and DTH services for Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Australia.
Inset: SES President and CEO Romain Bausch

are looking to increase your market share or reach
new audience communities in Asia, our highpowered Ku-band satellites, which include SES-7,
NSS-11 and NSS-6, can fulfill your DTH ambitions.
Together with SES-8 that is slated for launch in
2013, we are poised to drive the growth of DTH
and video services across South Asia and the AsiaPacific region.”
SES-8 is expected to do a lot of heavy lifting,
Bausch said. “As a group, we have 12 satellites
under construction but in the case of Asia, SES-8,
a satellite which we started procurement on in the
first quarter [of 2011] – and that’s precisely to add
capacity to the very dynamic DTH market.”

KU-BAND REDEFINED
What about Asia’s rough and tough weather
conditions where only C-band, presumably,
assured safe passage for TV signals – were Ku-band
powered transponders up to the job?
“Obviously, the lower the frequency, the less rain
attenuation you have, which explains why C-band
has been used in heavy rain zones,” Bausch said.
“But Ku-band is becoming more and more popular,
particularly for DTH, because you can operate with
smaller dish sizes – 60cm as opposed to 1m or
larger for C-band.”
But there was much more to it than that, as Bausch
was happy to explain. “We mitigate the impact of
rain attenuation by designing additonal power on the
satellite in such a way that you can compensate for
the heavy rainfall experienced in some parts of Asia.
Today, Ku band is used extensively for DTH, VSAT and
other applications across the region with high levels
of reliability and availability.
“It involves very sophisticated antenna design
– and that’s what we did when we pioneered directto-home television in Europe 20-25 years ago. We

The conversation moved on. Hosted payload
services and outsourcing came up, but it’s fair to
say Bausch didn’t seem overcome with enthusiasm:
“There are a couple of ways we approach the
government opportunity,” he said. “I would say the
main route is to invest in capacity that is also very
attractive to government customers so we invest
in satellites covering the Middle East and Africa,
Asia and the Americas.” Governments like the
hosted option because it’s a cheaper alternative
to underwriting satellite projects and Bausch likes
getting a guaranteed return on investment. “The
downside is that when you fly a hosted payload,
you are normally committed to fly the satellite
within a defined orbital arc which limits your
flexibility to re-deploy the spacecraft at another
orbital location should market demand require such
a re-deployment.
The CEO also described a kind of outsourcing
variant of hosted payload services, in which SES
oversees the building and management of complete
satellite systems, effectively exporting its expertise
to other markets like the US where DTH provider
EchoStar has contracted four satellites to date.
“Asia is very important to us because it has a very
dynamic DTH market and data market, starting with
but not limited to India,” Bausch said. “But there
are also the other fast growing satellite applications
that we are serving with SES satellites and also
with O3b capacity. Capacity is normally priced
by the market, of course, but in India the price for
Ku-band DTH is controlled by the regulator, the
Indian Space Research Organization, better known
by its initials ISRO. And between ISRO and the
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), debate
rumbles on over the merits of opening up the DTH
infrastructure market to real competition.
Sensing TRAI will win the day whenever that
comes, Bausch said: “The India market is an
extremely strategic market for SES and we are
actively involved in the market through ISRO. I am
confident that with the dynamism of the Indian
market, we will see continued demand and prices
will move up to reflect the high capital costs
associated with launching satellites. ”
However long that takes, SES’s President and
CEO suggested China’s opening up will take a lot
longer. But SES, he said, will continue to watch
China where DTH is just getting off the ground.
Fingers crossed.
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Raising Awareness
An Indonesian operator returns to the market

I

ndonesia, with more than 245 million people
and the third largest Asian economic market
next to China and India, has 59% television
penetration as of 2010. Pay-TV penetration,
currently at 3%, is expected to grow up to 8% by
2015, according to Pyramid Research.
Yet with 38m TV households, in many ways
Indonesia has been Asia’s pay-TV contrarian. While
subscriptions have exploded across the region in
recent years, the country’s residential subscription
market still stands at a modest 1.1m – after 15
whole years. Vietnam, with a third of Indonesia’s
population (240m), has more than twice as many
subscribers. Indeed, for the past 15 years Indonesia
certainly has had the potential for massive growth,
and finally to a degree, the latest data shows that
the pay-TV market has been growing.
According to figures compiled by CASBAA, the
news has been improving: residential subscribers
posted 37% CARG gains from 2001-2010, a pace
many markets would envy but for the country’s
small starting base.
Residential subscribers remain the big driver,
charging along at 28% in 2010. But factor in
commercial subs, which declined 10% last year as
players cleaned up their databases and shed nonpaying connections, and overall growth came in at
16% for last year. DTH provider Telkomvision has
claimed to have increased revenue flows in 2011
by almost 60%.
Overall, the MNC Group (its pay-TV stable
includes DTH packages from Indovision,
Top TV and Okevision) holds 74% of the
multichannel landscape, according to local
reports on market share shifts between
2009 and early 2011.
“Brand-leading DTH provider
Indovision remains market leader
with a 57% share, slightly down
from 59% at the end of 2009 –
however MNC’s second brand Top
TV has been the growth leader and
now has 15% share up from 10%
at the end of 2009,” says CASBAA
consultant, Bettina Cavanagh.
MNC’s Top TV in fact posted the
biggest increase in market share
of all pay-TV operators in 2010 –
even if the pie didn’t get a whole
lot bigger. Of its competitors, First
Guntur Siboro
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Media (a cable provider) managed to hold on to
its market share of 14% between 2009 and 2011,
while Telkomvision’s share declined modestly as it
reorganized its commercial licensing.
Meanwhile, refinanced and re-launched DTH
operator AORA TV remains just a blip a relatively
small factor on Indonesia’s pay-TV industry radar.
But that has more to do with timing than anything
else, says the company. CASBAA conducted its
latest market survey in January, just as AORA
re-launched. “We think we’re looking quite
okay growing at 10,000 subscribers a month,”
Commercial Director Guntur Siborno chirps, as the
platform heads into its fourth month of operation.
Originally started up in 2008, AORA suspended
operations the following year to rally new investors
and restructure on a sounder financial base.
The pause gave management a chance to really
dig into the research and assess Indonesia’s true
possibilities. Something was surely amiss: pay TV
had so far penetrated only 2.5% of the market,
minuscule when pay TV in Asia as a whole was
now reaching over half the region’s TV households.
“In our research, we found awareness of pay
TV is still very low,” Siboro says. Most people
participating in surveys couldn’t even name the
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country’s pay-TV providers.
That’s why Siboro reckons
pay TV has to bloom
sometime soon.
Siboro also has other
theories as to why
Indonesian pay TV trails
the region. “First, free to
air is quite good here,”
he says. “There is good
programming and good
coverage and people do
not have to pay, which is its
biggest attraction.” Another reason for slow overall
market growth is the current market structure
dominance by one player. “No one is really
pushing the market to open up.”
There are in fact a handful of big players in
Indonesia, and many bit players. As far back as
2006, when CASBAA began reviewing Indonesia’s
pay-TV market, just four companies claimed 97%
of legal pay-TV subscriptions. in 2008, according to
CASBAA’s Indonesia in View report that year.
Some players believe that telecom deregulation
has shown the way. “In a way, we are learning from
the telco industry,” says another operator. “When
the government introduced competition 10 years
ago, the market suddenly grew fast.”
Siboro mentions a third reason for Indonesia’s
mosey-paced pay-TV journey, and it is not
unrelated to the second point. Aggressive marketing
of the FTA and pay-TV services controlled by a
single entity could risk cannibalizing one business
or the other.
If the data shows that MNC Group – or the Top
TV part of it – is more aggressive in market-building
than Siboro is inclined to give it credit for, he’s not
unhappy. “With more players in the market, the
market will grow,” he says. “We’re not trying to
churn customers from other operators.”
So what do the smaller players offer that has
consumers signing up at such a ferocious rate?
Not 100 or 150 channels, that’s for sure. “We

While subscription revenues
have exploded across the region
in recent years, Indonesia’s
residential subscription market
stands at a modest 1.1m
did a market survey and verified what everyone
already knew – that most people watched fewer
than 10 channels.”

Other analysts suggest that in the lower segment,
customers want basically entertainment content.
They can watch their favorite programs in the
morning, not just at peak times.
With the accent on more flexible viewing, are
DVRs in AORA’s plan? Certainly not in the near
future. “DVRs would require too much investment
for the mid to lower end of the market.”
Advertising is also something for later, he says.
That has to wait till AORA grows it subscription
base. “That’s one thing, but even as we get
bigger, we don’t want to be like free-to-air where
advertisements intrude so much in viewing.”
In these still very early days, AORA is thinking
hard about ARPU targets. “We’re still exploring
what kind of ARPU we can talk about,” he says as
the conversation sways back and forth between the
ideal and the achievable.
Some of the pay-TV operators in Indonesia are
also studying the mobile phone segment as a kind
of reference on spending on mass market services.
The calculus goes like this: Indonesia has 237m
cellphone subscribers; each pays three to four
US dollars a month; assume three subscribers per
household, or around US$9 or better spending per
household on cellphones. “We think we should
be able to get that [US$9 or better], but we’re not
sure we can get that today. If you look at China and
India and Vietnam, they operate on closer to US$3
ARPU,” said Siboro.
Indeed by those standards, Indonesian pay-TV
monthly billings are high at US$15 to US$20. Of
course, the whole ARPU issue hinges on costs –
and content costs can account for 50% to 60% of
total operating costs for start-ups.
“Because of [low] volumes, content costs are still
quite large in Indonesia,” Siboro says. “We hope
these will decline as we grow and that we can
offer more competitive packages – and even lower
ARPU. As a new player we should be targeting
below the US$15 players, but it all depends on cost
structure.”
Unit costs go down with growth, of course,
which is where this story began.
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Marketing | Social Networks
President at Fox Networks
and Fox International
Channels. “With any
smartphone you can be
attached to the internet and
TV at the same time.
“This has some direct
benefits for engaging
television,” he says, citing
voting as an example.
“Rather than SMS, users will
go through a WAP page.”

Your best friend
forever?
As the CASBAA Connected Media &
Mobility Group develops its agenda,
broadcasters are using social networks with
varying degrees of confidence. Just look
at Fox International & MTV Asia, Craig
Stephen reports

A

s more people tweet, blog and update
Facebook on more devices, media
companies have more opportunities to
connect with their viewers. And we all
know that equal eyeballs and ad dollars.
TV companies in particular have a natural
desire to translate online audiences into regular
viewers and capture the opportunity for greater
audience interactivity, says Matt Harty, Vice
54
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Still, before embracing
social media and new
interactive relationships
with audiences, Harty says
it is important to recognize
that using social networks
is straying into unchartered
territory. “The nature of
the beast is it’s discursive
media – this is totally
different from the broadcast
model.”
In other words, instead
of broadcasters putting out
messages they can control
(including message timing
and having a grasp of
target groups), there is no control whatsoever.
Social media allows network users to recycle
messages and variations of them however they
please.
Harty uses a surfing analogy. “You might be
able to surf the wave but there is still a high
likelihood you will be smashed by it.” In the event,
broadcasters have to be prepared for spills. “Social
media has opened up a Pandora’s Box,” he says.
“There is no blueprint.”
MTV Networks Asia is very sold on using
social media to engage with its youth oriented
audience. “Social media is about developing
stronger bonds with audiences everywhere,”
says Ji hee Nam, Vice President for Digital
Media of MTV Networks Southeast Asia and
Greater China. “We want to have a personal
relationship, an emotional relationship – like
having a friend you see every day. We want to
be your BFF.”
For those outside the MTV’s target
demographic, BFF translates into “Best Friends
Forever”. So far MTV Asia has close to 200,000
friends on its Facebook page after its first two
years, and a growing Twitter following. To
date MTV Asia’s Facebook page is in English,

Illustration: Harry Harrison

UNCHARTED TERRITORY

although users frequently slip into local
languages, explains Nam. The exception is South
Korea and China where local language sites have
been developed through partnerships. This is
more through necessity than choice in mainland
China where Facebook is banned. MTV Asia
content is carried on some of the leading local
web video sites.

RETURN VISITS
The challenge with social media is to keep
growing and ensure users keep coming back.
MTV Asia has a minimum of two to three updates
a day on its Facebook and Twitter pages, says
Nam. “Recommendations work well but we also
need to have compelling content where we have
exclusives.”
Another feature that drives interaction is
competition for sponsored prizes. According to
Nam, most users check into MTV Asia on Twitter or
Facebook at least once a day.
Pay-TV platforms are also placing bets on social
media. Guntur Siboro, Commercial Director
atIndonesian DTH start-up AORA, sees social
media as another channel for building viewer
communities, though it’s early days for some
platform.
The difficulty today is, how to measure the
effectiveness of Twitter and Facebook. There aren’t
the analytics to do that. Of course, that’s partly
because operators must still have to grow the
sizeable subscriber bases needed to make a dent
in a very crowded social media market. Indonesia
for instance, he points out, is the world’s second
largest Facebook country and ranks third on Twitter
globally.
Of course operators use every possible channel
to touch the customer – direct sales, dealers, shops
and online channels, including Facebook and
Twitter.

LURKING ISSUE
The issue that lurks in social media, however, is
the potential for some members to act up, rather
than interact. Nobody wants a company platform
being a source of negative commentary, or worse,
foul-mouthed rants that might end up damaging the
brand.
MTV Asia’s Nam says this uncontrollable aspect
of social media has not been a problem. Tweets
are moderated and members tend to be kept happy
with various privileges, although she acknowledges
this can’t be taken for granted. “We have been
really lucky so far.”
In the event social media users do become
an unfriendly voice, there are some standard
responses that can be used, says Fox’s Harty. “If

someone is nuts, just let them rant. But if they
are misinformed, jump in and correct them. If
it’s a bad customer experience, there is also a
need to respond.” He adds a guide was originally
produced, strangely enough, by the U.S. Air
Force to troubleshoot through just these online
issues.
It is this uncontrollable element that can give
some companies second thoughts about plunging
into social media. On the other hand, as Harty
says, ignoring these networks carries risks.
“Overall you have to be aware what is going on,”
he says. “Plead ignorance and you lose valuable
insight.” Indeed, Harty says social media can
provide real-time market research that can provide
useful insight for programming, sales or advertising
decisions.
For MTV Asia, the primary aim of social
media is to drive people back to its channels
and shows, says Nam. “Our audience loves to
be acknowledged.” She cites different examples
of how the channel to do just that – such as cast

If someone is nuts, just
let them rant, but if
misinformed, correct
them
members of the “Jersey Shore“ hit reality series
tweeting to its Asian audience; and a MTV Asia
VJ winning a huge following blogging on eating
problems.
There are also secondary drivers, such as
advertising. Nam says that while MTV Asia’s social
media initiatives are not designed to generate
revenues directly, they are now an integral part of
its advertising proposition. “It gives a 360-degree
reach into our audience,” she says. “Ninety-nine
percent of the time advertisers now want a digital
media proposal.”
One reason for this says Harty is that digital
advertising campaigns increasingly incorporate
social media to ensure the dark arts of search
engine optimization (SEO) work to their
fullest potential. For one thing SEO can help
ensure games or promotions get promptly and
prominently listed.
As social media grows, broadcasters should
become more adroit at using them. Let’s hope
so. Harty says programming success will depend
increasingly on how well shows and show
products fly in the social media world. “That means
championing them in the right forums.”
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BY THE NUMBERS

Pay TV positively sparkles

A

cross Asia, research is recording the
strength of pay TV. Now received in
over 50% of all homes, it has reached
the natural tipping point for massive

growth.
Pay-TV average audiences are nearly double
that of terrestrial channels with 47 million viewers
watching Pay TV each day, compared to only 26m
watching terrestrial. Among affluent audiences,
pay-TV average audiences are nearly four times
as large.
Pay-TV viewing is growing steadily as terrestrial
viewing declines. Total reach in Asia (according to
country data on India, Australia, Taiwan, Malaysia,
The “Tipping Point”. Pay TV now in 50% of homes

Singapore and the Philippines) shows 85% of
affluent people tuning into pay TV compared to
79% for terrestrial.
Affluent people who watch pay TV are still
enjoying a luxury lifestyle; they’re buying more
high-tech products, travelling more and are more
likely to be better educated and in influential
careers. Those viewers are also more receptive to
advertising, prefer well-known brands and keep up
to date with the world around them.
And next generation TV sets are here: the Nielsen
Three Screen Report says that interest in TVs with
internet connections and 3D are highest in India,
South Korea and China.
Pay-TV viewers are your best customers

Pay-TV Penetrator %
Asia Average
South Korea
Taiwan
Hong Kong
India
Singapore
Malaysia
New Zealand
Pakistan
China
Thailand
Australia
Japan
Vietnam
Philippines
Indonesia

• Watch Terrestrial TV Yesterday (Index)

50

17
15

3

38
34

24

54
51
50
48

75

65

94

84

99

• Watch Pay TV Yesterday (Index)

Frequent high-end travellers

High purchase intentions

140
126
106

101

12+ int‘l air 21+ nights
trips in past
spent in
12 months
hotels in
past 12
months

131

126

118
110
105

101
Travel by
business
class or first
class most
ofter

Car

126

112

108

107

Laptop/ Digital still LCD/
notebook/
camera
plasma/
desktop
HDTV

*Intend to purchase following goods in next 12 months

Source: Casbaa, SNL Kagan, MCN, SARFT, CSM, TAM India, STAR/FIC, SKY,
Gallup Pakistan, Starhub, SingTel, Kantar, Nielsen

Source: Synovate PAX Q409 to Q310 PAX Average Base Index: 100

Affluent Pay-TV reach grows as terrestrial TV declines

Pay-TV viewers more receptive to advertising

Affluent Viewers, Monthly Reach (All TV Homes)

Strongly agree/agree…
85%

I prefer to buy well known brands

83%

Adverts are a good way to learn about new
products

81%
79%

92

International channels are more insightful

2010

21,609
18,078
10,649

12,701

12,447
7,679
2,669

8,868
2,776

9,979
2,604

Source: Local Peoplemeter 2008-2010Universe/Sample, Asia Pac: India, Australia,
Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines
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Pay TV grows +30%
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Total Affluent People
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Pay TV grows +34%
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22% of respondents have /interest in owning TV with internet connection

Pay TV

Ownership + Interest I

Total People

122

84

Wanted: TV with internet connection

Ind
ia

•

Total Day Average Audience ‘000

Terrestrial TV

107

Source: Synovate PAX Q12 months to Q2. 2010. 10 Markets exl. Tokyo
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Overall, Pay TV attracts more viewers year on
year while terrestrial loses viewers

119

86

Keeping up with modern tech is key to my
success

Ch
ina
Phi
lipp
ine
s

2009

S. K
ore
a

2008

111

72

I keep up to date on global financial
situation

Source: Local Peoplemeter 2008-2010Universe/Sample, Asia Pac: India, Australia,
Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines

122

86

Tai
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82%

• Only pay-TV viewers (index)
• Only terrestrial viewers (Index)
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ng
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g

83%

• Pay TV

Ind
one
sia

• Terrestrial TV

Source: The Nielsen Company, Global On-line Survey, March 2010

Last issue, IPTV data were inadvertently labeled as DTH in China Pay-TV Penetration by Platform; also, data on 2010 DTH Subs and Affordability in Selected AP
Markets were transposed. Please visit http://www.casbaa.com/atac/home. Our apologies.
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COMMITTEES

CASBAA
Advertising
& Research
Committee

PAUL BROWN-KENYON
MEASAT

PAUL FINSTER
Ericsson

kristen tong
Celestial Pictures

RAJINDER SIDHU
The MGM Channel

EDWINA NGAO
Fox International Channels/NGC

REKHA MAHENDRAN
Discovery Networks Asia Pacific

JASON SOH
The MGM Channel

BENJAMIN LIAN
Irdeto

Andrew Marshall
ESPN STAR Sports

LOUIS NONOUCHI
MTV Networks Asia

KEVIN JENNINGS
Microsoft Advertising

Gushi Sethi
Eurosport

RAYMUND MIRANDA
Universal Networks International

Jeffrey Yan
Microsoft

SOO JUNG BHANG
GlobeCast

Members
Wanda Gill	
Discovery Networks Asia Pacific

PAUL JACKSON
NDS Asia Pacific

JI HEE NAM
MTV Networks Asia

LAWRENCE YUEN
HBO Asia

Anand Rego	
ESPN STAR Sports

JEANETTE CHAN
Paul, Weiss

Andrew Tan
Nagravision Asia

Gabriela Kennedy
Hogan Lovells

KAY YIN
Irdeto

ELIAS ZACCACK
SES WORLD SKIES

Paul Jackson
NDS

Jerry Park
Irdeto

Jeffrey Yan
Microsoft

JOY KAUNG
Sony Pictures Television

JANICE LEE
PCCW

Jeffrey Yan
Microsoft

Greg Ho	
SPE Networks Asia

ALVIN LEE
Time Warner

ROMAIN OUDART
TV5MONDE

CHRIS KEELY
MTV Networks Asia

Rix Yu	
STAR Group

LOUISA BENCH
Turner International Asia Pacific

Tan wee-tuck
Universal Networks International

PASCAL METRAL
Nagravision

Parintra Bulvatana
TrueVisions

MARK LEE
TVBI

ADELA CHEN
CASBAA

Avigail Gutman
NDS

Duncan Morris	
Turner International

ADELA CHEN
CASBAA

AMANDA YANG
CASBAA

Joe Welch
Newscorp

HENRY ROBLES
Universal Networks International

BRIAN WONG
CASBAA

JILL GRINDA
CASBAA

Michael Fagan
nowTV

council Member Responsible
Tom Keaveny
Discovery Networks Asia Pacific

JANE BUCKTHOUGHT
CASBAA

CASBAA
CASBAA CSR Connected
Media &
Committee
Mobility Group
COUNCIL MEMBER
RESPONSIBLE & CO-CHAIR
DOUG FRASER
Australia Network
CO-CHAIR
BEN WAY
Macquarie
Members
ROHANA ROZHAN
Astro
LINDSEY OLIVER
Bloomberg Television
ROBERT GILBY
Disney Media Distribution
GABRIELA KENNEDY
Hogan Lovells
BENJAMIN LIAN
Irdeto

CASBAA
Regulatory &
Anti-Piracy
Committee

BOARD MEMBER RESPONSIBLE
CHRISTINE FELLOWES
Comcast International Media Group

casbaa executive RESPONSIBLE
john Medeiros
Casbaa

Co-Chair
ringo chan
Turner International Asia Pacific

Co-Chair
Alvin Lee
Time Warner

Co-Chair
ADRIAN SETO
Comcast International Media Group

Co-Chair
BOBBI CAMPBELL
Disney Media Distribution

Members
RICHARD WOO
AETN International

Members
SEAN LANGSTON
ABS

Anny Leung
Disney Media Distribution

LAILA saat
Astro

NICHOLAS WODTKE
Disney Media Distribution

ROBIN CHALMERS
BBC Worldwide

HANS-GUNTHER HERRMANN
Paul, Weiss
GRACE PAUL
SingTel
voo chih yeong
SPE Networks-Aisa
TIM GOODCHILD
StarHub
SOMPAN CHARUMILINDA
TrueVisions
James Edwards
Turner Broadcasting System Asia
Pacific
desmond Chan
TVB
ALEC SKELTON
Universal Networks International
CHRISTOPHER HOARE
Viaccess
TARUN MEHRA
Zee International
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CASBAA
Satellite
Industry
Committee

CASBAA
Technology
Advisory
Group

BOARD MEMBER RESPONSIBLE
& co-Chair
ANDREW JORDAN
GE Satellite

BOARD MEMBER
RESPONSIBLE
ROBERT GILBY	
Disney Media Distribution

CO-CHAIR
PAUL BROWN-KENYON
MEASAT

CO-CHAIR
MATT MCDONALD
Sony Pictures Television

Members
HUANG BAO ZHONG
APT Satellite

CO-CHAIR
TAN YEE TIANG
Disney Media Distribution

richard bowles
Arianespace

Members
AARON SHAW
Ascent Media

Yi-Fong Chang
Chunghwa Telecommunications

DAVID THOMAS
Astro

Bert Klein
EchoStar

ANG SOO KHOON
BBC Worldwide

Lindsay Jorgensen
HiTRON

KEVIN PILLAR
Discovery Networks
International

William Kwan
Hong Kong Cable Television

Bill Wade
AsiaSat
RAYMOND CHOW
ABS
stephane vesual
EADS Astrium
Gregg Daffner
EchoStar International

SABIL SALIM
ESPN STAR Sports

Soo Yew Weng
GlobeCast

VINCENT TEO
HBO

JOHN HUDDLE
Intelsat

DESMOND SUI MENG POON
StarHub

Deepak Mathur
SES world skies
MAX CHUNG
Sky Perfect JSAT
RYUJI SASAKI
Sky Perfect JSAT
NGUYEN THI KIEU VAN
VINASAT
KEN LAM
CASBAA
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PwC
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Members
Januar Chandra	
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Discovery Networks Asia
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FOX International
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Janice Lee
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Sky Cable Corporation
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StarHub
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Turner International AP

Thomas Ee
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Some assumed the C-band issue was settled.
That moment has passed and we have to be as
vigilant as ever

A purposeful agenda
The journey continues with new initiatives and renewed resolve

A

s the voice of the multichannel-TV
industry in Asia, CASBAA relies heavily
on an effective and dynamic Board
of Directors to provide guidance and
direction, and this already formidable group just
got a powerful boost with three new directors: Tom
Keaveny (Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific), Janice
H. Y. Lee (PCCW Ltd.) and Steve Marcopoto (Turner
Broadcasting System Asia Pacific).
The good news doesn’t stop there. Our
committees and groups have all been busy in their
efforts to carry out CASBAA’s mission to keep our
industry advancing on all fronts. The CASBAA
Connected Media & Mobility Group, for example,
recently committed to hold small-scale roundtables
throughout the year to open up more opportunities
to share information with more members. Focused
on keeping everyone ahead of technology’s ever
steepening curve, the CMMG group will be inviting
expert speakers to address a gamut of important
topics – and leading companies to demo their latest
products.
Elsewhere, the C-band watch continues. As
those in the satellite world know too well, C-band
frequencies – which much of the broadcast industry
depends on – have been threatened by various
groups seeking to introduce different services that
can, and have, disrupted television transmissions.
In a new paper now posted on our website, the
CASBAA Wireless Action Group (WAG) makes a
convincing case on the unsuitability of C-band
for IMT, BWA and SRD services. I invite members
to read it and circulate it to all their friends and
neighbors. There was a brief moment when many
in broadcasting thought the C-band issue was
satisfactorily settled. That moment has passed and
we have to be as vigilant as ever.
Speaking of websites, CASBAA just launched its
mobile site which has been tailor-made to deliver

the latest industry information to members when
and where they go. I urge you to try it out and send
us your feedback so we can make it better and
better.

W

e have already mounted a number of
successful CASBAA events this year,
from our Thailand in View forum in
Bangkok to the India Satellite Industry forum in
New Delhi. We also had a very animated forum
on Online Video in Beijing. In Singapore, CASBAA
was associated with the inaugural Digital Matters
forum in May – and will hold one of the calendar’s
really key events, the always heavily attended
Satellite Industry Forum, in June. (Interviews with
Intelsat CEO David McGlade and SES World Skies
CEO Romain Bausch, both keynotes this year, are
featured in this issue of Connections.)
Looking ahead: As noted in this issue’s Briefing
section, the CASBAA Convention 2011 is to be held
31 October – 4 November at the Grand Hyatt Hotel
in Hong Kong. The theme: “TV365” – appropriately
reflecting the 365-day-a-year ubiquitous availability
of video on everything from enormous flat screens
to the tiniest mobile phones. And this year we
look forward to passing the 365m mark in terms
of multichannel viewers across Asia. Behind the
fancy catchline, this year’s convention will focus on
issues central to our fast evolving industry, and on
how we can turn these into strategic opportunities
for sustainable growth across Asia.
As our industry continues to evolve, CASBAA’s
influence will continue to grow in support of our
increasingly diverse membership. The commitment
of the CASBAA executive office will, as always,
focus on harnessing our cross-industry and crosscultural strengths for the betterment of our members
working in an increasingly nuanced landscape.
Simon Twiston Davies
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20th Anniversary Mixer
May 23, 2011, Singapore
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HistoRy
CASBAA was established in Hong Kong on May 28, 1991. Founding companies included
HBO Asia, ESPN, Star TV, CNN and Discovery Networks.
In April 1990, a Chinese Long March 3 rocket launched the Hughes HS346 refurbished
Westar VI satellite as AsiaSat-1 from Xichang, Sichuan in China. China International
Trust and Investment Corp, Cable & Wireless of Britain and Hong-Kong-based
Hutchison Whampoa, jointly owned Asia Satellite Telecommunications Ltd (AsiaSat),
making it Asia's first privately owned satellite company. By distributing signals via
C-band TVRO dishes across 53 countries regional broadcasting in Asia became
possible.
In December 1990, the Hong Kong government granted a license to HutchVision,
Hutchison Whampoa's satellite broadcasting arm, to uplink five channels to AsiaSat-1
from Hong Kong . In a reported US$300 million venture, Satellite Television Asia
Region, (Star TV), began transmissions in August 1991. In July 1993, News Corp. bought
a 63.6% stake in Star TV for a reported US$525 million, forming a partnership with
business tycoon Li Ka-shing, whose family controlled the original company. In July
1995, News Corp. paid an additional US$346 million for the remaining 36.4% of Star TV.
At this time Star TV transmitted five 24-hour channels, including Viacom's MTV Asia,
the BBC World Service Television (WSTV), Prime Sports (a joint venture with the
Denver-based Prime Network), entertainment programming via Star Plus, and a
Mandarin-language channel.
Meanwhile, other multinational broadcasters were entering the Asia market including
HBO Asia, Turner International's CNN and ESPN. These companies, along with AsiaSat,
were among the founders of the Cable & Satellite Broadcasting Association of Asia
(CASBAA).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CASBAA
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A triumph of vision
CASBAA came out of nowhere to become Asia’s pay-TV industry
voice in two short decades. Jo Bowman recounts the amazing story

Made in Malaysia
Launched in 1996 as a 22-channel DTH proposition
on the Measat-1 satellite, platform operator Astro
says it now reaches almost 3 million customers,
representing close to 50% of total TV homes in
Malaysia.
Having invested nearly RM400 million
(US$132million) in local programming, the Astro
platform now boasts 146 channels, including 37
own-branded networks to meet demand for local
programming within a strong terrestrial market. It also
distributes and operates 19 digital radio channels.
Meanwhile, Astro says that in the past two years
alone it has launched 31 new channels in genres
ranging from sports, movies, dramas, news and
current affairs, learning, documentaries, and general
entertainment.
Astro has also “embraced next-generation
technology to stay ahead of consumer trends while
at the same time, the platform towards a complete
offering encompassing the internet, interactivity and
mobility.”
As a broadcaster, content creator, aggregator and
distributor, Astro believes it is “uniquely placed,
to enhance and create opportunities for all, with a
special focus on children – the future generation
Malaysia.”
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t’s a story to rival any on-screen
saga. The 20-year growth of
pay television in Asia is packed
with episodes of inspiring
entrepreneurship and vision, as well
as crooks, spies, exploding satellites
and wild parties. The result: a region
that once had some of the driest
government mandated television in
the world and almost zero choice for
consumers is now home to a bustling
multichannel industry serving more
than 365m homes – an industry that’s
opened minds, stopped traffic, created
jobs, fuelled progress and surpassed
even the most optimistic forecasts for
growth.
As the industry has evolved, so too has CASBAA,
from a fledgling operation struggling to be heard, into a
slick, professional body that has the ear of regulators and
the allegiance of the world’s biggest players in content,
distribution and technology.
Jeanette Chan, now a Partner with law firm Paul
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, attended some of
the first CASBAA meetings, when membership just about
covered the cost of the coffee and no one bothered
taking minutes. “It’s come a long way. It really pulled
people together to discuss industry issues. What made the
difference was the sheer size of it, the regulators couldn’t

ignore it, and now, government organisations see it
as a very effective industry group that can be a very
powerful tool.”
Back in 1991, Operation Desert Storm had
just been launched in Iraq, and in Hong Kong the
region’s first satellite TV operation – Star TV –
beamed its first images via the region’s first
commercial satellite, AsiaSat.

Bird-brained?
Paul Edwards, now Executive Chairman of Merryn
Capital in South Africa but formerly an EVP at
Star TV, remembers the story of strategist Michael
Johnson suggesting
to an incredulous
audience that the
company should
buy the Westar VI
satellite that had
failed to reach its
intended orbit and
been recovered by
the NASA Space
Shuttle Discovery
back in 1984. The
idea was to reAsiaSat Long March 3 Launch, May 1991
launch it to cover
Asia and bypass
the couple of years’ lead-time it usually took to
commission and launch a satellite.
A consortium of Cable and Wireless, Hutchison
and Citic bought the satellite and in 1990 launched
it on a Chinese Long March rocket from Xichang,
in Sichuan province. It was the first commercial
spacecraft to operate over Asia. And today there
are more than 20 satellite operators in the region –
almost all of which are CASBAA Members and form
a core constituency for the Association.
Indeed, over the past 20 years well over
US$20bn has been invested in spacecraft and
launches providing unique communications
infrastructure generating billions of dollars in

Across Asia, television
comprised a steady diet of
government ministers opening
hydroelectric projects

Counting eyeballs
Audience measurement has gone from a game
of hunches and trust to one of world-class
precision in the ability to track who’s watching
what and when. Diary measurement was the
norm for terrestrial TV in the region in the early
’90s, and cabsat television for years was so
small it didn’t register a blip in small samples.
STAR audiences for adsales purposes were not
numbers watching but number of households
that could receive at least one channel.
“Back then, to sell
was a leap of faith, and
nobody would believe
us, that X number of
homes could get it,”
says Robert Wilson,
formerly with Nielsen
in the region. When
India went crazy, that’s
when it all started to
expand; there was lots
of competition from
research agencies
trying to jockey for
position.” In 1999,
ACNielsen was proudly
announcing that peoplemeter data was available
for three Asian markets: Taiwan, first-tier cities in
China, and India.
As fibre technology became more
commonplace, the precision and speed with
which data could be gathered saw parts of Asia
leapfrog measurement technology in the West.
Wilson recalls analyzing minute-by-minute data
on Indian offices from his laptop in London,
where it would have been impossible then
to do the same analysis on local TV viewing.
Now, peoplemeters cover markets as diverse as
Vietnam and Pakistan, provided by a handful
of reputable, international research companies.
And, the ubiquity of digital set-top boxes means
that many cable and satellite operators can
collect subscriber behavior information as a
by-product of their subscriber management
processes. Return path data is starting to provide
additional insight into not just viewing patterns
but also responses to interactive TV.

annual revenues in a footprint that runs from Japan
to India and Pakistan, from China to Australia and
New Zealand. Today, video of all kinds (largely payTV channels and DTH platforms) accounts for 60%
of all satellite revenues in Asia.
Add two decades of growth in ground
CASBAA20 Years as the voice of multichannel TV
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infrastructure (cable systems, set-top boxes,
fibre networks and satellite up-links), along with
content production and you can at least triple the
investment estimate for the region’s pay-TV industry
since those first brave steps in 1991.
The impact has been, of course, profound in terms
of business and social change. And CASBAA is today
fully engaged in the next stage of media development
supporting traditional “cabsat” businesses – online,
OTT, mobility and IPTV systems, and
more as pay-TV outside of the home
and beyond its ubiquitous presence in
hotel rooms, bars and airports.
Meanwhile, in China and India
alone, multichannel-TV services now
account for hundreds of thousands
of jobs combined. Politicians and the
wider business community now listen
to the industry and CASBAA, and to
its Members, because multichannel
TV is a core element in national and
regional infrastructure.

to “promote public interest in cable and satellite
television programming“ and to develop an
alternative to a commercial trade show, “Cable and
Satellite Asia“.  
“At that time, across most of Asia, especially in
China and India, what television there was largely
comprised a steady diet of very boring government
ministers opening hydroelectric projects with
stirring marshal music in the background,” says

A handful of members
CASBAA was formed by just a
handful of mainly Hong Kongbased companies with a mission

ATAC workshop in Singapore

A word from our sponsors
The versatility of pay-TV advertising has been born of
necessity. Spots, sponsorship, interactive campaigns
are all de rigeur, and some of the world’s biggest
brands have enjoyed years-long partnerships, but it
hasn’t always been so. “Never in my two decades in
television have I experienced the kind of grip India
had on multichannel TV … but even with that level of
mind-grab, extracting the first ad money out of India
was an extremely long process,” says former Sony and
STAR exec Todd Miller. Without consistent data, sales
were often made on trust and the promise not of a big
audience but an exclusive, upmarket one.
Robert Wilson recalls being with STAR colleagues in
a faded colonial Bangalore hotel in the early days, with
airtime to sell around the last day of a huge cricket
match. They had to take turns phoning clients with
a clunky old black telephone selling spots that went
from $200 up to $1,000. Now, ads in the biggest test
matches go for rates up to $100,000 a spot.
CASBAA data shows pay TV advertising revenues for

4
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2002 at US$ 2.6 billion; now it’s over
US$ 8 billion. As well as benefiting from the broader
trend in the region for advertising investment and
TV spend, particularly to rise in recent years, pay TV
has been given a fillip by the launch in mid-2009
of CASBAA’s Asia Television Advertising Coalition
(ATAC). The initiative, backed by more than 40 major
broadcasters, provides consistent data and case studies
that argue the corner of pay TV as effective, efficient
and measurable.
“The good news is there’s greater recognition
of the power of pay TV and for some regional
clients that pay TV is a must-buy as part of their
communications plan,” says Miller. “Regional
broadcast has, to a large extent, displaced regional
print. What’s not so good is if you look at the share
of eyeballs and the share of adspend, pay TV is
still not getting its fair share. There’s a story of
improvement over the past 20 years but … there’s
more to come in the next 20.”

Andrew Jordan of GE Satellite
and now a CASBAA board
member. Pay TV, CASBAA and
its Members changed all that.
The organisation’s first
spokesman, Clay Conrad,
said that improving industry
standards with a role as the
industry voice to government
were central to its remit. And
today CASBAA is often a key
contributor to industry dialogue
with governments.
As CEO Simon Twiston
Davies says: “Regulators and
CASBAA's 3rd president, Ted McFarland
governments as diverse as
of Turner, 1993
those in India, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Vietnam often turn to
CASBAA for information on global best practices,
as well as a reflection of the immediate concerns of
regional and local players.”
Certainly, the early days were very different from
today’s multibillion dollar market as the very nature
of the potential Asian pay-TV market struck home.

complexes, were served by a single three-meter
satellite dish sometimes connecting thousands; a
single cable linked the next building and then the
next. Small businesses sprang up to wire entire
districts. “We never dreamt that within a few years
we’d be in 30m homes in China and 18m in India,”
says Edwards.
In India, cables were also strung from tree to tree
to provide access to new channels. “India was like
a time warp from the ’40s then,” says veteran media
research specialist Robert Wilson. “This broke
down state control on what people were allowed to
watch … and after that, we could start to see things
changing really fast.”
The American soap ‘The Bold and the Beautiful’ –
old to the rest of the world even back then – became
a national phenomenon, and viewers gained access
to international news, music, and ideas.

At last, TV gets exciting
In southern China, factory “danweis” or housing

Playing by the rules
The pay TV industry 20 years ago had to deal with
difficult, inconsistent and at times ill-informed industry
regulation, but at least everyone was clear on what
TV was. Now, broadcast rules blur into telecoms
regulation, and legislators struggle to stay on the heels
of rapidly changing technology.
Former Turner EVP Ian Carroll remembers a degree
of fear about the potential influence of foreign
(Western) content on local markets. “They didn’t want
American cultural values flooding the market. Some
regulators were focused on that,” he says. Now, with
strong competition from mature local operators, there’s
less concern and regulators seem more comfortable
with foreign input.
Concerns about piracy, which were paramount in
the early days, remain top of mind. “Concerns then
were how do you protect IP and shut down pirates.
Today, it’s far more difficult in the sense that the

Star TV’s satellite station was originally tagged the Big Wok
Company

distinction between the regulation of free-to-air,
versus pay TV in a multi-channel environment, very
portable and non-linear content which can go to any
of those things is much more complicated. At the same
time, there’s a maturity among regulators now.” Is it
more consistent? “No, it’s still a lawyers’ paradise,”
says Carroll, and legislation that’s flexible enough to
account for future change is rare. “Legislators like
certainty, and political winds change. In some respects,
a lot of regulation is already out of date when it comes
out.”
“Some of the frustrations are the same: piracy,
overbearing legislation … but the regulators take us
far more seriously. They do welcome our assistance
for the most part … that’s a really positive message.”
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“For the first time, Indians weren‘t watching the
world through the prism of (public broadcaster)
Doordarshan,“ says Edwards. “We saw children
suddenly start dressing more like Western kids. We
used to think that we changed the traffic patterns
because everyone wanted to be home in time
for The Bold and the Beautiful. It was a general
transformation accelerated by the fact that people
were able to tap into the world and see India in its
context on the world stage.“ Indian TV powerhouse
Zee TV was only months away from launch.
The fact that satellite TV
was so successful made
multinationals in other
industries realize the
potential.

GANG OF FIVE

Richard Li, Star TV, 1993

Meanwhile, China’s first
commercial satellite,
Apstar-1 was launched
in 1994, becoming a
springboard for the “Gang
of Five” channels (CNN,
Discovery, ESPN, TVB
International and HBO Asia)

determined to challenge
an early market lead
established by Star TV.
After News Corp
Chief Executive Rupert
Murdoch had purchased
Star TV from Richard
Li, the son of Hong Kong
billionaire Li Ka-shing in
April 1993, he made a
speech about the threat of Regulatory Roundtable
TV to totalitarian regimes.
A year earlier, though,
it was Star TV’s Michael Johnson who had said:
“The more confident the social order becomes
with itself, the less the need to exert control
over the media. As a result of growing economic
confidence, there is now well underway a process
of social and economic evolution taking place
across the Asian region which is reflected in
drastically changing broadcast policy.”
As recently as 1999, ACNielsen data from the
time showed that only 31% of Indian homes had
a TV set by then, and, of these, only 12% had
cable or satellite. In the Philippines, just over half
of homes had televisions. Even in more advanced

Star struck
Star TV launched in 1993 with a single channel,
which became five within a few months. The vision
of Richard Li, the US-educated son of Hong Kong
billionaire Li Ka Shing, it was known locally as ‘the
Big Wok Company’, for its huge satellite dish sitting
in a remote corner of Hong Kong. The progressive,
capitalist market of Hong Kong was seen as the ideal
launch pad for international content providers, as
growth slowed in their matring home markets in
the US and Europe. But back then it was Taiwan
and Indonesia that everyone saw as the region’s
biggest hopes; India was an afterthought, and postTiananmen China the great unknown.
Star TV was important not just because was it was
first, but also because of its role in the careers of many
of the industry’s current leaders around the region.
STAR brought MTV to the region, and BBC World. John
Wigglesworth, with Star TV from 1992 to 94, recalls it
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being tough to attract talent at the time. Expat recruits
survived on VHS tapes of foreign TV sent by relatives to
escape the drudgery of terrestrial TV in the region.
In India, 20-minute commercial breaks weren’t
uncommon. “I remember my boss saying that in
five years’ time you’ll have something great on your
resume – that you were there at the beginning of
something really big. I was, like, ‘yeah, whatever’, as
a lot of other people were,” says Wigglesworth. Local
hires tended to be people short on experience, but big
on promise and enthusiasm.
Murdoch took over STAR in 1993, with Richard
Li’s company making a reported US$400m profit. His
timing was impeccable, as usual. The Indian market
really took off shortly afterwards and, as elsewhere in
Asia, the difference that multi-channel TV would make
to consumers’ lives was hardly even close to being
understood.

markets where everyone
had TV sets, cabsat was
a rarity, with penetration
less than 15% in both
Singapore and Australia.
The pace of growth
has exceeded even
CASBAA’s own forecasts.
In 2003, when there
were about 166m pay-TV
connections in the region,
CASBAA was predicting
that figure to reach 240m
by 2010. Today, Asia has 365m subscribers to pay
TV, which reaches 51% of Asian household. And
CASBAA has grown too – to 130 members, leading
a pay-TV industry the that now generates more than
US$40bn in annual revenues.

too. Former Turner executive Ted McFarland, who
was CASBAA’s past president, recalls that the push
to get CNN into three-to-five-star hotels in China
was as much about stopping hotels stealing signals
as building a revenue stream and an audience. Fees
were low to get hoteliers on side. “It was real ‘rock
em, sock em’ stuff. It was: ‘if you don’t like it, we’ll
sue you’, and it worked.”
Bill Hooks was the head of HBO in Asia and, in
1993 became the first elected president of CASBAA,
succeeded by Clarence Chang of Star TV followed
by SK Fung of TVB International as well as head
of NBC television in the region. Fung was in turn
succeeded by Ted McFarland, Frank Brown of MTV,
through to today‘s Chairman, Marcel Fenez of
PricewaterhouseCoopers.

A fraught journey
The journey has been fraught at times. In markets
such as Thailand and the Philippines, there were
influential voices in the TV industry (and in
government) saying publicly in the 1990s that TV
signals coming out of the sky should be free.
There were plenty of carrots and sticks in use

Wild times
In the first decade, as new markets opened and
boundaries were pushed, there was a sense of the Wild
West about the industry that shocked and delighted
outsiders in roughly equal measure. At times, parties
remembered as “epic, massive shows of money,
with all manner of entertainment on offer”, were in
sharp contrast with the shoestring operations in other
markets.
“In the early days, I remember hearing of a
Taiwanese cable operator getting shot by a rival,
and it wasn’t uncommon that transactions between
factions involved bags of cash,” says Christine
Leo-McKerrow, who helped to launch HBO Asia
in 1993. “I remember visiting a head-end in India
where there were puddles everywhere, and car
batteries wired in to power the ‘play-out centre’.”
One international player parachuted a Mandarinspeaking spy into the offices of a Taiwanese

partner and found five sets of books and grossly
understated viewer numbers.
A one-million-dollar carriage deal for the Philippines
was sealed with an “X” penned on the back of
everyone’s hand after a lengthy dinner in Hong Kong.
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Crowded skies

Pictures and other materials courtesy of BBC, CNN, Disney, Star TV and other generous contributors

Satellite TV in lights, 1991

“Other than trying to ensure that we had
financial stability and a critical mass of
membership, piracy was probably at the top of
the list of issues we had to address. In Taiwan and
China especially, it was rampant,“ says Hooks. Still
troubling under-reporting of subscriber numbers
even now undercuts the growth prospects for
India‘s booming cable and satellite market, so
CASBAA and its almost a dozen Members in India
still have plenty of work to do.
CASBAA’s efforts to combat piracy gained
strength with the launch of the annual CASBAA
Convention, which as well as raising funds, gave
the organisation added credibility. The appointment
six years ago of an experienced Regulatory Affairs
VP, John Medeiros, to support CEO Simon Twiston
Davies and the Executive Office, was a milestone
in the development of the Association. “Regulatory
issues as well as market promotion define our remit
in 2011,” says Twiston Davies.
A more sober approach was required elsewhere.
The entry of Turner Broadcasting into China
began with unbranded blocks of programming on
provincial cable networks, beginning in 1995 in
Wuhan. McFarland says: “In order to do things like
that you had to sit with the local mayor, the head
of the public security bureau and the head of the
cable station for hours on end. We did that in 13
cities.”
“It‘s been an extraordinary journey,“ says former
Star TV executive and long-time Sony Pictures TV
chief Todd Miller. “What‘s so exciting is not only
to look at the growth but to look ahead and see
we‘ve another 50% of the market that is still to be
converted to pay TV.” This story is clearly only halftold.

Satellite technology has seen plenty of ups and
downs in the past 20 years. Digital compression
means capacity and output power has increased.
Prices – and with them the barriers to entry for
many channels seeking carriage – have come
down. In the early days of pay TV in the region,
a single transponder on a satellite could carry
just one channel. AsiaSat’s Bill Wade recalls
the very first AsiaSat having 24 transponders;
now, satellites often have 50 to 70 transponders,
and each can carry several channels. “Satellite
technology has changed, but not dramatically …
we always look to avoid risk; we want old tech
that’s proven, so we very seldom like to jump
on the latest and greatest technologies,” Wade
says. “Satellites are still providing the same
types of services as they did then. What’s really
happened is satellites are bigger, they have a
longer life, and they’re much more powerful than
they used to be, up from 15 to 20 Watts to 65 to
70 Watts, which means dishes can be smaller.
As the region’s economy grew in the late
’90s and early 2000s, there was a flurry of new
satellite launches, some of them private, to cope
with growing demand for content distribution,
and many of them by governments in the region
keen to put their flag in the outer heavens and
improve domestic telecoms and TV delivery.
The cost of a satellite has not increased
dramatically, but you get more for your money.
And the increased power of satellites means that
while there were early doubts about the viability
of satellite delivery to such a rainy region, it’s
now proven effective in even the dampest of
destinations. There are now about 100 satellites
over Asia, and DTH platforms in Korea, China,
Australia, Vietnam, Taiwan, India and Malaysia.
“It’s become very crowded over the past 20
years,” says Wade. “It sounds counter-intuitive
saying there’s not enough space – it’s outer space
after all – but geo-stationary satellites go on one
orbit about 36,000km above equator, and only
so much of that is over Asia … that’s made things
interesting for satellite operators.”
GE Capital’s Andrew Jordan says that while
the IPTV industry will continue to change the
delivery of content, especially in city markets
such as Hong Kong and Singapore, satellite’s
ability to deliver from a single point to many will
long be in demand. “In places like India, you’re
never going to have a national IPTV system.”
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